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Introduction to Civil Defence 
Subjects covered 

Purpose and organisation of civil defence; Civil Defence Corps; Industrial Civil Defence 
Service; other services concerned with casualties; Police and Fire Services; Armed 
Services. 

Notes (or Instructor 

(0) The object of l he leclUre is to explain the need for the Civil Defence Services and to 
outline their organisation. 

(b) The member under training is a small but important part of a large organisation-the 
Civil Defence Services-which has been set up to save life in the event of enemy 
attack. He must be made aware. at the outset of his training, of all the parts of the 
organisation and of the importance of his own particular part and the contribution 
it makes to the safety of the country. This note provides the basic facts about the 

. . 
organisation. 

(c) Normally this lecture is the first training il volunteer receives after enrolment. He will 
be inclined to judge the standard of the training arrangements by his experience on 
this occasion, and if the session is dull or badly presented, he will probably lose 
interest and discontinue training. It is therefore important that the lecture should 
be carefully prepared and presented in an interesting way. 

(d) Diagrams should be used where possible. The instructor should make particular 
reference to the local organisation of the area. He should make clear to the class that 
his aim is to give a general picture rather than an account accurate to the last detail. 

Tbe Object of Civil Defence 

1 Civil Defence is the defence of the country by any means short of military action, against 
the effects of hostile attack. That is a very broad definition which embraces many things 
that are not of immediate concern to the Civil Defence Services. e.g. the arrangements for 
the maintenance of electricity and gas supplies in the event of air raid damage. This session 
is confined to that part of civil defence to which the member is making his or her contribu
tion-the Civil Defence Services. 

The Need for Civil Defence 

2 It is just as necessary that preparations for civil defence should be made in peacetime as it 
is that the Armed Forces should be prepared. These preparations do not imply that war is 
imminent. Indeed, they are a deterrent to war. The sight of a country taking calm and 
sensible precautions against the effects of aggression is likely to make a potential aggressor 
hold back. 

The Organisation of Civil Defence 

3 The development of civil defence services is the responsibility of the central governmen( 
It involves much detailed planning and local organisation, and to discharge this respon
sibility, the central government is being assisted by local authorities and industry. Assistance 
is also being given by the Women's Voluntary Services and the Voluntary Aid Socielies (in 

England and Wales the S1. John Ambulance Association and Brigade, and the British Red 
Cross Society; in Scotland the Scottish Branch, British Red Cross Society and the S1. 
Andrew's Ambulance Association). 
( .. nos) AJ 
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The Role of the Civil Defence Services 

4 The role of the Civil Defence Services is to save lives at risk from enemy auack, and
, 

to 

minimise the damage, particularly fire damage, to the physi
.
cal resources (housc!oo. factor

.
Jes. 

etc.) of Importance to the conunumg life of the community. The Civil Defence Service!) 

carry oul thcir role in the following main ways: 

(a) education of the public, before auaek, in life saving precautions; 

(b) rescue of people trapped In damaged buildings ; 

(c) first aid and medical care; 
(d) fire fighting; 
<c) feeding and care of people who have lost their bomes , 

(f) publoc \\.rninss of fall-out and control of the publoc '" areas affected by fall-out. 

�I here arc services in operation in peacetime equipped to deal Wllh some of these tasks. In 
the event of a peace-lime accident or dis3\ler The Civil Defence Scrvic�s are formed

, 
by 

building up these peacetime scr\'lccS for their war ta�ks and, \\-here there I� no appropriate 
peacetime service, by creating a new sen ice 

rile Chil Defence Corps: General 
5 The Civil Defence Corps In Great Brit�\ln I� a Crm,," Service \\ hi!.:h v.JS e�tablished in 1949. 

Its purpo�c I� to provide a trained and organi .. cd body of men and women to undertake 
prescribed ciVil defence dUlie .. in support of local and certain other authorities on whom 
speCIfic cinl defence runction� have been conferred by the Cinl Derence Act of 194 and 
regulations made under the \ct. The Corps, which is in peacetime manned wholly by unpaid 
parHlme volunteers, i .. organised territorially to local divisions. In England and Wales 
responsibility for the recruitment, organisation and training of these local di\'isions re:,LS 
on the ouncils of counties, county horoughs, metropolitan boroughs and ccrt;lin specified 
county districts and In Scotland on the coum.::ih of counlle:, and Jarg\! burgh ... 

Chil Defence Corps: Organisation of Ohisiolls 

6 Tn england and Wales, each local dl\i .. ion of the Corps b, e ... cept in London. composed of 
the following fi\e .. ecttons : 

(i) lIeadquarters Sectioll rhe main funcuons of till!) Section are (a) to !:Itaft" the control 
centres, (b) to provide the necessary scrvlce of communications (including \\ ireless 
operating, field cable laying and a service of delipJtch nder:,). {cl to undertake 
the reconnaissance required by the local control organisation, both operational 
reconnaissance nnd rcconnaiSSi.ll1CC on technical aspects of modern warfare, and 
(cI) to prm·ide scientific advice to Controller:>. 

(ii) Wardell Section.' The wardens arc the link bety.cen the Civil Defence Services aod 
the public

. 
at large. They are responsible for local reconnaissance and reporting, for 

the organisation of street parties, and for the deployment of Iife·s3ying cinl defence 
!:Ien'ices wililin the wardens' post area. They huyc special responsibilities in con
nection \\lth warnings of .• fall-out .. Jnd public control in ., fall-out .

, 
areas . 

( iii) Ik�cue Sectioll The tu'!tic unit of the Rescue Section is the r�cue p.lft}, consisting 
of a leader. a deputy leader, and si'\ other men. Each member of the party will 
carry r�cue equipment 10 a man pack ; the equipment carried by the party as a 
whole Will be adequate for ordin�\ry rescue tasks. Onc party in si'\, however, will 
carry speciall!'lcd �quipment . Parties will tr:lVC! in \chicles as near as possible to \\ here they Me gOlOg to worL., and will then proceed on foot \\ I1h their equipment 
to lhe tasks as�igned to them. 
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(iv) Ambulance alld Casualty Col/ecting Section : This Section is built up on the normal 
peacetime ambulance service already provided by county and county borough 
councils. It has two main functions : 

(0) Ambulance dUlies : 

(i) the continuance of the normal work done by the peacetime service, and 
(ii) the conveyance to hospitals and forward medical aid units of casualties 

caused by enemy action. 

(b) Casllalty Collecting dllties : 

(i) to render such nest aid as may be necessary, and 
(ii) to place seriously injured casualties on stretchers and to organise the 

carrying of stretcher cases, including those who have been released by 
rescue parties, to the ambulance loading points. 

(v) Welfare Section.' The Welfare Section is concerned with such functions as evacua
tion, billeting, care of the homeless, welfare in shellers, emergency feeding and public 
information centres. 

7 Normally the Officer-in-Charge of the organisation and training of each Seclion, known 
as the Head of Section, is the appropriate officer of the local authority. and in the case of 
the Warden Section the usual arrangement is for the Chief Constable to be appointed to 
organise the Section. Heads of Sections are assisted by officers appointed from among the 
members. In the case of the \Varden Section, the senior of these Corps officers is known as 
the Chief Warden, who is also known as deputy Head of the Section. 

8 I n  London, local divisions in the City of London and the Metropolitan Boroughs consist 
of Headquarlers, Warden and Welfare Sections. The London County Council administers 
centrally Rescue, Ambulance and Casualty Collecting, and Welfare Sections. As \Velfare 
functions are divided between the London County Council on one hand and the City of 
London and the Metropolitan Boroughs on thc other. the \Velfare Section is included in 
the civil defence organisation of each. 

9 In Scotland, each local division is composed of four sections, namely. Headquarters, 
Warden, Rescue and \Velfare. The ambulance function is carried out by the Scottish Ambu
lance Service (see paragraph 14) and the casualty collecting function by the \Varden Section. 
The latter has an additional element (nol found in England and Wales), namely, Ihe casualty 
warden, who is the specialist in first aid in the Section. 

The Civil Defence Corps: First Aid 

10 The Civil Defence Corps includes no element of medical practitioners. These form part of 
the Casualty Services proper (see paragraph 14), but " lay" first aid-the treatment that 
can be given by the layman to ensure so far as possible that the casualty's condition does 
not worsen before he reaches medical attention-is an important life-saving function of 
the Corps. 

1 1  All Sections of the Corps have the duty of giving first aid incidental to their main functions, 
e.g. the Rescue Section of giving first aid to trapped casualties during rescue operations, 
the \Velfare Section of giving first aid and home nursing to the homeless under their care. 
But casualty collecting personnel in England and Wales and casualty wardens in Scotland are 
trained to a higher standard in first aid and arc responsible for its application in other 
circumstances, e.g. to untrapped casualties in the damaged areas. 
(47308) A 4 
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The Industrial Civil Defence Service 

12 The larger employers or labour in the country (I.e, those emplOYing 200 per;on, or more), 

mcluding the public utility undcTmkings and Government Department!), have been inVited 

10 form induSLriJI ci\d defence units in their premises. comprising Headquarle�. Warden, 

Rescue and First Aid Sections, having much the same responsibilities as the corrc!aponding 
sections of the Civil Defence Corps. 

13 Industrial Civil Defence units formed in this way conStitute the Industrial Civil Defence 
Service, which, while independent of the Civil Defence Corps, is trained on the same Jines, 
and is intended to operate in the closest collaboration with the Corps and the other public 
civil defence services. The first duty of an mdustrial civil defence unit will be toward) the 
industrial or commercial concern in which it is formed, but where a number of units Jn 
adjoining premises have been formed into an .. Industrial Group" they may be used to 
assi!)t one another, and just as industry may call on the Corps for assistance, so industrial 
civil defence units moy be called upon to help the Corps outside the works. but only i n  
accordance with pre-arranged plans agreed bet\\ocen managements and the local Corps 
authorities and subjec t to the agreement of the unit control officer at the time. 

Olher Sen ices concerned l\ith Casuahies 

14 runher arrangements for casualties arc basco on an expansion of appropriate pans of the 
peacetime National Health Service. \'IZ 

(0) The I/ospital Sef\'ice .  The eAistmg Hospital Scnice would be reorgamscd aDd 
expanded in the event of war, in order to receive and treat casualties from air attack. 

(h) Forward Medical Aid UI/its: The Hospital Service IS responsible for manning and 
equippmg for\\ard medical aid unlls. Each unit will consist of four sections. In 
operations, each section will be mobile and consist of one medical officer one 
trained nUfi!te and nine nursing au\iliaries. The unit will be b�ed in \\artime �n an 
. ,  acule" hO�pll.ll. but in peacetime on a general hospItal. Their function will be 
to go forward and set up the unit in or as ncar to the damaged area il!:a possible. and' 

(i) to screen t..1.suaitics arriving at the unit; 
(ii) �o. treat injured casual tics and to give emergency treatment to the seriou�lv 

Injured berore transport to hospital, and to hold cases "hich cannot � 
moved immediately: 

(iii) r ' as M as pOSSible. LO provide �Imple means of dec ontaminating casualties. 
(c) Scotti�h Ambll/�"ce Sen'ice: This is 3

. 
central organisation carrying out the same 

peacel.Jme r�nc.llons as the loc..1.i authonty ambulance sen ices i n  England and \\'ales and would SImilarly be expanded to deal with air raid casualties. 
' 

IS The National Hospital Sen'ire Resent' is a body organised by the Ho· ·t I S · I ·  
, d" r i c" r 

Spi a e",cc t IS qUite IstlOCt rom tIe IVII Delence Corps but like the Corps·t ' r I
' 

d I be r dr · · ' , • I con�lsts 0 vo unteers an las en lormc lor CIVil defence purposes. In England and \Val . . . 
, I 

'
d . 'I · · r · • eSt ItS pnmar) purpose IS 0 provl e nurslllg auxl lanes lor the wartime expansion of the H I S , . the staffing or forward medical aid units. rn Scotland it ha� two Sec oS

t
Plla er\:lce and �or 

, 'I· · r I H · · 
. lon�. one to pro\1de nursing auxl

.
Jancs l or tIe ospltal Sen·lce, the OIher to provide Slaff � . 

of the Scotllsh Ambulance Service. 
or the e�panSlOn 

The Police Service 

16 In war, the police would continue to be responsible for mainla·· I 
would also be responsible for giving assistance in connecti��D1:7lh

a�vh and 
.
order: They 

people under the Government's evacuation plans After an alta k I 
e e\aCu3tlon of 

sible for crowd and traffic contrOl, and for many �ther tasks aris�n 
I t ley would.� respon

operations. 
g out of the CIVil defence 
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17 Plans arc being made to obtain additional policemen and policewomen to assist in carrying 
out these tasks. 

The Fire Service 

18 The fire threat from modern methods of air attack greatly increases the responsibilities of 
the Fire Service. The Service would be expanded to meet the threat. To provide for tbis 
expansion arrangements have been made for two additional sources of trained man-power: 

(a) The Auxiliary Fire Service: This is a body of volunteers like the Civil Defence Corps, 
raised by the fire brigades and trained in their spare time as auxiliary firemen to 
expand the service in an emergency. 

(b) National Servicemen.' Certain National Servicemen arc being trained to serve as 
firemen in an emergency. 

19 Nationalisation of the Fire Service in the last war greatly increased its mobility and flexibility. 
If war should come again it would once more be brought under central control. 

The Armed Forces 

20 In war. the Armed Forces available in this country would give the maximum possible 
assistance to the civil authorities. To this end, arrangements have been made for most 
units of the Territorial Army to be given advanced rescue training. and for all other 
members of the Armed Forces to receive training in elementary civil defence duties as 
part of their normal military training. 

Science and Ch'iJ Defence Operations 

21 New weapons have increased Lhe importance of the scientist to civil defence operations. 
At aU higher levels of control there will be Scientific Intelligence Officers in post to advise tbe 
Controller of the degree of risk altacning [Q any form of deployment which the Controller 
may be contemplating. 
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The Threat 
N U CLEAR WEAPO NS-IMMEDIATE DANGER 

Notes for Jnstruclor 

1 Reference: Manual of Civil Defence: Volume J, Pamphlet No.1, Nuclear Weapons. 
(Second Edition, 1959.) The Civil Defence Film" The H-Bomb" (running time approx. 
25 minutes) may usefully be shown at the commencement of this series of lectures on 
" The Threat ", and again as a recapitulation at the end. 

2 Diagrams to illustrate the features of nuclear explosions and to show the radii of damage 
from heat, immediate gamma radiation, and blast for a variety of weapon powers will be 
of assistance, particularly if the radii are related to local places known to the class. 

3 Use should also be made of a blackboard to illustrate points and summarise facts as the 
lecture proceeds. 

Object of Lecture 

4 To introduce, as part of" The Threat ", information concerning the latest as well as earlier 
nuclear weapons; to give the general characteristics of nuclear explosions, with the types 
of burst possible; and to consider the immediate danger arising from such explosions. 

5 Later lectures will deal with the delayed danger from radioactivity, with the specific threat 
of fire, and with protective measures. 

Introduction. (Reference: Chapter I, paragraphs 1 . 1 -1.12) 

6 Hydrogen bombs of very much greater power than the atomic bombs used in Japan in 1945 
(which gave an energy release equivalent to the explosion of 20,000 tons ofT.N.T. and are 
known as 20 kiloton (20 KT) bombs) have been developed and constitute an even graver 
threat in any future war. 

7 An energy release equivalent to the explosion of many millions of tons of T. N.T. can now 
be reached, but for the practical purpose of achieving sufficient destruction and damage 
with economy of effort, it is not likely that hydrogen bombs will need to exceed a power of 
500 X 20 KT, i.e., 1 0,000,000 tons or 1 0  megatons (10 MT). The possibility of the use of 
smaller bombs for tactical reasons, and of larger powers for special purposes must not, 
however, be excluded. 

8 Despite their vastly increased energy release, now measured in millions of tons instead of 
thousands, from the civil defence aspect hydrogen bombs present problems which are 
largely ones of difference in magnitude rather than in nature from those of the 20 KT 
bombs hitherto dealt with in training. Since the nature of the immediate effects of the 
one is similar to those of the 01 her-although the ranges of these effects are increased
the 20 KT bomb is useful as a yardstick with which to study the implications of hydrogen 
bombs. 

Features of Nuclear Explosions (Chapter I, paragraphs 1.3-1.22) 
9 General characteristics.' The fireball ; light and heat; immediate nuclear radiation ; blast; 

residual radioactivity. 

10 Types of burst .' High air burst ; near ground or ground burst ; underground burst; surface 
or very shallow water-burst; under-water burst. 

II Against normal land targets hydrogen bombs are more likely to be burst on or near the 
ground than high in the air because of the enhanced residual radioactivity hazard that is 
produced by ground bursts without unduly serious loss of the other effects. 
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The Immediate DaoJ:;cr . 

1 2  Immediate damage and danger to life is limited to three or the effects, VI1 
initial nuclear radiation, and blast: 

: heat radialion, 

(i) III AT RADIATION (Chapler V) 

13 Intense light and heat arc radiated instantaneously from the fireball caused In lhe explosion. 
The heat radiated travel> at the speed of light (186,000 miles per ,econd) .. From a 20 KT 
b 1h the heat emission lasts for about I i seconds, although most of It IS over 10 a�oUl 
I 

o;� a second-and it is termed a .. heal flash" With a 10 \1T bomb. however. the limes 
�:e \"cry much longer, and the heal radialion ,:"-ay las.l for 20 seconds o� more. ��lhou�� 
most of il will be over in the first 10 seconds-a lime which cannot be de�cnbed as a flash 

EffecLS of heat radialion on people (Chapter V, Tables 6 and 7) 
14 Dlfect exposure III the open ,,"hin 2, miles of ground zero (G.Z.) of an aIr burst 20 KT 

bomb will result in burns on the exposed skin. The nearer to G Z. the greater th,e danger 
to life, and those dlfectly exposed within 1 mile or G.Z. would undoubtedly be killed as a 
result of scrious burns. Severe third degrcc burns (charring) Will result up to about 1 i- miles. 
second degree burns (blistering) up to about 11 miles? and first degree burns (reddening) 
up to about 21: miles. With bigger bombs there IS an Increase In range, dependmg on the 
power of the bomb and \�hcther it is air burst or ground burst, e.g., for a 10 \1T ground 
burst bomb It is about fourteen times that of an air burst 20 KT bomb. 

Primar) Fires (Chapter V, Tables 8 and 9) 
J5 Combustible materials are capable of being ignited, even by a 20 KT ground burst bomb 

up to a range of illl1ilcs, both in the open and inside building� if the heat enters through 
windows, etc. This range is likely to be incre�ed by about twehe limes for a 10 MT 
ground burst bomb. 

Secondary Fires 

16 Although ariSing indirectly from damage caused by blast, e.g. collapse of bulldings on to 
open grates and stoves, fracturing of gas services and short·circuiting of electric wiring, such 
fires may add to the general fire problem-although the risk is less than that of primary fires. 

(ii) INITIAL Nu LeAR RADIATtON (Chapter IV) 

17 Gamma radiation is emitted instantaneously from the fireball, and \\ hilsl the emis�ion is at its Slrongcst for abollt the sam� time as the heill radialion (and it tra\els at tbe same 
5pecd), the danger cannot be said lo be over until t.he lapse of about a miuute rrom the explosion. Gamma rays have great power� of penetration through materials and through the human body. They do not affect inert malerials, but do han:. a harmful effect on the human body, producing radiation sickness. They can cause death if a sufficient quantity 
enlers the body. 1 he amount of gam.ma radiation received in a given time is referred to as the dose �f radiation, :lnd the unit for the measurement of this dose is the roentgen (r. for short). Wllh a 20 KT bomb, for persons caught in the open there is a 50 per cent. chance of survival at i ,m.ile frolll the explosion. \Vilh a 10 MT bomb the distance at which there is a dose giving a 50 per cent. chance of surdval in the open is about 2t miles. but since building matcrinb considerably reduce (by sltielding) the dose reaching those inside a hOllse or shelter, the distance at which such a dose can be absorbed inside buildings is much less. This dislance is well within lhe range of total b13s1 destruction so lhat the initial gamma radiation tends lo bec.ome a less serious factor in comparison �'ith the blast haUlrd (!:tec parograph 20) as the. power of the bomb is increased. 
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Note : Neutrons, emitted at the same time as the initial gamma radiation, could. in theory, 
cause an immediate danger by passing through the human body. but they cannot, in fact, 
constitute an additional hazard. since at the limit of their damaging range the immediate 
gamma ray dose in the open is many times a lethal dose, and moreover the chance of sur
vival from blast and heat effects at that range is negligible. 

(iii) BLAST (Chapter V I I) 

18 Nature of nue/ear blast: An intense pressure wave, caused by the rapid expansion of the 
fireball, travels outwards in all directions at approximately the speed of sound (I. I 00 feet 
per second), whatever the power of the bomb. A shock front of highly compressed air is 
built uP. and it is this rapidly moving sustained wall of air which does damage to buildings 
and installations at considerable distances rrom G.Z. Tn nature it resembles a hurricane-like 
wind which has two phases-a pressure phase and a suction phase-between which it 
changes direction. 

19 The duration of the pressure phase. during which most of the structural damage is caused, 
is rrom 0·7 second to about I second with a 20 KT bomb (compared with about 1/IOOth 
second for conventional H.E.). An increase in the power or the bomb brings about an 
increase both in duration and range, e.g., a 10 MT bomb will produce a blast pressure wave 
lasting for about 5 seconds or more. 

Ranges of damage to typical British houses and of road blockage 

20 The various degrees of structural damage in built-up areas would in turn cause correspond
ing hindrance and obstruction to civil defence forces in vehicles and on foot. The table 
below shows the ranges of various categories or damage and street blockage for ground
burst weapons of different powers. I t is expected that slight damage to typical British houses 
would occur when the static overpressure (pounds per square inch, abbreviated to p.s.i.) 
in the shock front was about 0 ·75 p.s.i., at J ·5 p.s.i. the houses would need repairs to remain 
habitable and they would be irreparably damaged at about 6 p.s.i. 

Average ranges (radii) of blast damage 10 typical British houses and blockage of streets 

Ground-burst nuclear I\enpons: ranges in miles 

Weapon power 

Damage ring" A " 
Houses totally destroyed, 

streels impassable 

Damage ring •• D" 
Houses irreparably dam-

aged, streets blocked until 
cleared with mechanical 
aids 

Damage ring" C" 
Houses severely to moder-

ately damaged: progress 
in streets made difficult 
by debris 

Damage ring •• D .. 
Houses lightly damaged, 

streets open, but some 
glass and liles 

I 20 KT 100 KT t MT 

0-1 O-t O-It 

H H IHi 
I I 

t-II 1-21 1l--41 

1t-2t 2l-4, 4Hl 

I 

I 

1 MT HIT SAlT 

O-It 0-2 0-2l 

I 
, 

1t-2t 2-3 2Hl 

I 
I 

2t-6 3-7+ 3t-10 

6-9 7;-12 10-15t 

10MT 

0-3t 

3t-5 

5-13 

13-20 
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21 The range of blast damage is sub\lantially greater for an air bur;t than for a ground b�r5t 
",capon The exact amount of the Incrcase vane� with the category of damage and with 
the heIght of bur;t, but It mIght be by" much as 30 per cent. 

'nle Problem or Dcbri., 

22 With ,uch widespread destruction of  buddlngs, deb", ""II be one of the outstanding 
problems, Vehicular traffic, for bnnglng in civil defence "en ices and reinforcements. 3

.
nd 

evacuating ca�ualties. may be scriou.-,Iy restricted or prevented entirely O\er a vcry Wide 
area. 

ConcJudinJ! Summary 

23 The object has been to give Information. cs..-.cntial to later training. concerning the threat 
of nudCilr weapon", conccnlrallng on the Immediate dangers due to heat. nuclear radiation, 
and blast ariSing from different powers of c\plosiom. The delayed danger from re�idual 
radlOaCli\ity \\111 be dealt with In a I,Her lecture, 

24 hom the civil defence aspect hydro�en bomb, arc ... imply more po"erful nuclear "eapons 
than the 20 KT bomb, hithertll u ... ed In INar The nature of their immediate effects remains 
unaltered, all hough the range ... of tholoC efTects are Increased. 

25 II IS qUite wrong to �uppose. 10 !.pite of the dC"I(ruc(i\e power of the latC\t h)drogen 
weapon!., that c\'crything 11\ 109 \\-uhin the area :Jffectcd by 3 nuclear e:tOploslon I> destroyed, 
and that nothing can be done to mitigate its efTecH. With adequate advance preparation 
and proper organiLHion and determination (e.g., evacuation, warning Jnd "ell trained 
civil defence sen'iccs) casualties can be greatly reduced, 
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The Threat 
NUCLEAR WEAPONS-DELAYED DANGER 

Residual Nuclear Radiation Risks; Fail-Dill.. Induced Radioactil,jry: Radioactive 
Decay .. Radiatioll Sickness and Radioactive Poisoning 

Totes (or Instructor 

1 Reference: Manual of Civil Defence: Volume r, Pamphlet No. I, .. Nuclear Weapons ", 
(Second Edition, 1959). 

2 Diagrams to illustrate fall-out, induced radioactivity. and radioactive decay. wiU provide 
useful visual aids. 

3 Usc should also be made of a blackboard to illustrate points and summarise facts as the 
lecture proceeds. 

Object of Lecture 

4 To give, as part of" The Threat ", information concerning residual radiation risks from 
nuclear explosions; to explain radioactive decay, radiation sickness and radioactive . . 
pOlsonmg. 

S A later lecture will deal with protective measures against the delayed danger. 

Residual Nuclear Radiation Risks (Reference: Chapter I, paragraphs 1.15·1.21 ; Chapler 
VIII) 

6 Quite apart from the immediate danger to persons at the tirne of the explosion from gamma 
radiation, which lasts for a matter of not more than a minute, there can also be delayed, 
but continuing, danger from residual radiation after a nuclear explosion. The presence of 
such delayed danger depends primarily on whether or not the fireball touches the ground 

. when the explosion takes place. and this is influenced more by the height of burst tban by 
the power of the bomb. 

7 GeneraUy speaking, air burst explosions in which the fireball does not reach the ground 
cause no delayed danger; but from a ground or near-ground burst-which is particularly 
likely with a hydrogen bomb-tllis danger is very rcal, and it chieHy arises from what is  
known as .. fall·out ". 

8 Fall-oUf : This is the result of highly radioactive explosion products. which at first are 
gaseous, condensing on to and with pulverised and vapourised material which has been 
sucked up by the ascending fireball where it has touched the ground. As the fireball rapidly 
ascends, cools and disperses, the heaviest material spills oul first from the rising stem and 
cloud which remains-much of it falling back into or fairly close to the crater at ground 
zero, where it causes intense residual radiation. Lighter material is carried higher-some 
indeed into the upper atmosphere at very great heights-and faUs out correspondingly later 
and further down-wind from ground zero according to the size of the particles. 

9 The extent and shape of the faLl·out pattern, the radioactive intensity of which decreases 
with distance and time of arrival from ground zero, will depend on the speed and direction 
of the prevailing winds throughout the height to which the cloud ascends. 

10 Tests have shown that the faU-out from a ground burst hydrogen bomb can be very exteo· 
sive, and can present a serious hazard to those in the open in distant areas quile unaffected 
by blast and fire. For example, in the American hydrogen bomb test in the Pacific in March 
1954, Japanese fishermen on the deck of a boat some 70 miles down-wind were seriously 
affected, and the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission has reported that this ground burst 
bomb (estimated to be of 14 megatons power) contaminated a cigar·shaped area extending 
approximately 220 miles down-wind and varying in width up to 40 miles. 
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h t k lace in the British .. Operation 

1 1  With a shallow water or underwater burst, sue as 00 P . ' r 
J�rurricanc" at Montebello and in other American lesl�. th� danger of conlaml.nal1on 0 

adjacenl land is also serious, since the majority of the radIOactive products �resenl In normal 

rail-out arc trapped In the water flung upwards and outwards by the exploSion. 

12 The grealcr the distance of fa\l-out from ground zero, howeve�. the less w�1J be the intensity 

of the residual radiation it gives off-duc to natural radioactive decay with the passage of 

time whilst the contamination is airborne. 

13 Induced radioaCfivity,' (Chapter IV, paragraph 4.3.) With a ground or near-ground bur�t 

there is also likely to be some neulron-induced activity �u'ie of the very c1o�e .contact 

between the ncutrons produced in the explosion and matenals on the ground. This. Induced 

radioactivity. which is limited to close around ground zero, ten�s to decay very rapIdly. and 

except directly after the explosion is unimportant compared With the hazard from fall-out. 

Radioactive decay ( hapler Ilf, paragraphs 31-3.3 ; Chapter VIII, paragraphs 8.6-8.7) 

14 The danger from residual radiation lies chiefly in the gamma rays emitted by fall-out. 

Although of much weaker intensity than the initial gamma radiation 3.t lh� lime of �he 
explosion, such gamma rays continue to be given off until decay of the radioactive explOSIOn 
products in the fall-oul is complete. People who have to remain or work in such a con
taminated area are therefore subjected to an accumulating dose of gamma radiation whilst 
they stay there. 

15 Radioactivity cannot be destroyed, neither can its decay be hastened. The average decay 
rate of all the various fall-out products of a nuclear explosion is such that as the time is 
doubled, the activity is some" hat more than halved. Thus if, for exam pIc, at a given spot 
the dose-rUle! at one hour after burst were to be 100 r./hr., the dose-rate at 2 hours ,,",auld 
be less than SO r./hr., and at 2 days would have dropped to about I r.fhr. It is, however 
possible for very much higher initial radioactivity to be present from fall-out than 100 r./hr: 

J6 Alpha and beta particles are also emitted by fall-out, but their effect is small in comparison 
with that of thc residual gamma rays since they have a low penetrating ability. As ,,",ill be 
explained in a later lecture on prot.ective measures, it is desirable to keep dust (which may 
harbour radioactive explosion products) from contact with the skin of the bod)', or from 
being taken Into Lhe body. but provided exposure to rc:;idual g3.mma rays can be controUed 
within permissible limits, the ha.zard from alpha and bela particles alone is not likely to 
be serious. 

Radialion .ickness (Chapler II, paragraphs 2.13-2.15, and paragraphs 2.5-2.8) 
17 When a person has been exposed to a considerable dosage of gamma rays (whether 3t one 

moment as with the initial radiation, or over a period as with residual radiation) a condition 
known as radiat.ioll sick ness is sel up. This is primarily due to damage to the gastro-intestinal 
tract, and t.he inability of the body to makc good the damage. On an avcrage 150 r .  is the 
dose at which the o

.
nsct of sY�'Ptol11s. which. comnt�nce with fatigue a.nd nausea, may be expected, Above tillS figure sick

. 
ness occurs III varying degrees, nccording to the severity of lhe dose, and 350 r. to 500 r. IS taken 3S the range of doses giving 50 per cent. of deaths al�longst those S? exposed. Death is rarely rapid, but :;erious casualLies usually sho\\ sic.ns 0 1 deep shock With sickness and vOllming within a few hours of exposure. 

"'"' 

Radioacthc poisoning (Chapter X) 
18 :When radioactive contam.inallon, usually harboured in dust is talen inlo the body -th b tb· . d d . k· 

' ,el er 10 rea IIlg, ��llog.an nn mg, or through wounds and abrasions. radioactive poisoning � .ay occ�r, glvang fiSC to symptoms similar to those of radiation si koess. \Vhere however I� I� pOSSible to control exposure to gamma rays from residual activity withm p�nlliss·bl 
' 

limits, the hazard from radioactive poisoning alone is oat likely to be serious. 
t e 
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Concluding summary 

19 The object has been to outline the delayed dangers due to residual nuclear radiation. The 
chief hazard arises from contamination caused by the fall-out of radioactive explosion pro
ducts (usually harboured in dust or water), which may occur both close to and at a great 
distance from a nuclear explosion. The degree of contamination is more dependent on 
whether the fireball touches the ground (i.e. on the height of burst) than on the power of 
the nuclear weapon used. Conditions which give rise to radiation sickness and radioactive 
poisoning have been discussed. 

20 Protective measures, including the detection and measurement of radioactivity. and personal 
cleansing, will be dealt with in later lectures. 
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The Threat 

FIRE 

Notes for Instructor 

J Reference (for paragraphs 7-12) : Manual of Civil Defence : Volume I, Pamphlet No. I, 
Nuclear Weapons (Second Edition, 1959), Chapter V. 

2 Diagrams to illustrate the danger of the heat radiation from nuclear explosions. and tbe 
mode of action of other incendiary agents, will provide useful visual aids. 

3 Use should also be made of a blackboard to illustrate points and summarise facts as the 
lecture proceeds. 

Object of lecture 

4 To consider the fire raising danger from nuclear weapons and incendiary agents. 

5 A subsequent lecture will deal with practical fire prevention measures. 

Introduclion 

6 As already mentioned in the lecture under the heading of " The Immediate Danger " the 
heat flash radiated from atomic explosions and the longer lasting heat radiation from 
hydrogen bomb explosions is capable of starting primary fires iD combustible materials over 
a wide area, both in the open and inside buildings if the heat enters through windows, etc. 
Conventional incendiary bombs of various types must also be considered. 

Nuclear weapons 

7 Primary Fires .' Even from a 20 KT ground burst bomb, where the heat flash radiated at 
the time of the explosion lasts about I t  seconds, the range at which combustible material 
can be ignited is up to a radius of about I t  miles from ground zero. With more powerful 
bombs the range of fire effects increases, e.g., with a ground burst 1 0  MT bomb the radius 
of combustion would increase to 1 7  miles. 

8 Secondary Fires : To the primary fire raising danger of the heat radiation from nuclear 
explosions is added the risk of fires resulting indirectly from damage caused by blast, e.g., 
the collapse of buildings on to domestic appliances, the breaking of gas mains, and the short
circuiting of electrical wiring. 

9 The Fire Sirualioll : The development of fire resulting from heat radiation is likely to be 
affected by subsequent blast damage in the area where the latter will produce almost com
plete destruction of buildings, i.e., within a radius of about t a mile of ground zero for a 
20 KT ground burst bomb, and within 3t miles of ground zero for a 1 0  MT ground burst 
bomb. There will be a considerable " blanketing " or smothering effect due to this degree 
of collapse in buildings, and it is unlikely that incipient fires within these distances could 
continue on any vigorous scale. 

10 There may, however, be a main fire belt created around this region of complete blast 
destruction, in areas where buildings are damaged, though still standing sufficiently to allow 
free burning. This fire belt could extend out to I mile from ground zero for a 20 KT bomb, 
and to 12 miles for a ground burst 1 0  MT bomb. 

1 1  Possibilities of a Fire Storm : A fire storm is the term used to describe the spread of fire 
under conditions where the number of individual fires, the density of buildings in the target, 
and the combustibility factor is so great as to cause the merging of fires into one gigantic 
conflagration which draws in an ever increasing supply of air and burns with a .. blow
torch " effect. 
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J 2  Il is considered unlikely from the evidence available and in view of the nature of 
I 

most 
, . 

h' b a n uclear c:\p oSlon 
British targets, titaL a fire storm could be started 10 1 IS country Y 

I '  
although the possibility cannot be ruled out altogether. The large and almost complete � 
flattened central area of destruction (from blast) around ground zero would lcnd

,
to TetaT 

the development of such a fire storm, but there would in any ca� be many SCrlOUS fires 

and fire areas. 

Incendiary agents 

13 Incendiary Bomb Fillings : A variety of fillings is possible I n  in�ndiary bombs. de�nding 

on the SilC of the bomb and the type of target agamst which It IS to be used. These Include 

thermite and magnesium (in small bombs of about 2 Ib,. weight, usually dropped i n  cluster 

conlainers in very large numbers to saturate a target), oil and phosphorus (in larger bombsl 

and " napalm " (a compoSition ofjelilfied petrol, used 1 0  fairly large bombs). 

14 With the !.ITIaller type of lIlccndiary bombs the object is to saturate the target (which must 
be of a reasonably combu!auble nature having a fairly high density of building)) i n  a �hort 
period of lime with a large number of bombs. Very lillie aiming is attempted, but varitJus 
container devices arc used to ensure that a close di)tribulion of bombs is achieved when the 
container opens at a prc·dctermincd height to scatter its contents. 

IS \Vith all incendiary bomb aHacks It is a tactical advantage to drop at the same lime about 
an cqui,,�lIenL weight of high explosive bombs. This has the effect of dislocating water 
supplies for firc-fighting, breaking open buildings and assisting the fires to burn, as \\cll as 
intimidating fire-fighters during Ihe period whilst Incendiary bomb fires are in the proce�s 
of developing. \Vhilst during the 1939-1 945 war a proportion of incendiary bombs were 
frequently filled with explosive 3uachments for the latter purpose, the purpo� is achieved 
equally well at less cost by normal II .E. bombs dropped during the raid-with the olher 
advantages mentioned. 

16 By Ihclllschcs, most Incendiary bombs h .. wc poor powers of penetration Into conventional 
domestic or industrial buildtngs, and the risk of fire is greatest i n  the roof spaces or upper 
Ooors. 

Concluding summary 
17 The Object has been to conSider the fire raising dangers of nuclear weapons, and of other 

more conventional I I1ccndiary agents, including small thermite,'magnesium bombs, oil! 
phosphorus bombs, and napalm bombs. 

18 The heat effect from nuclear explosions is a very potent fire raiser, although it is unhkely 
that continuing fires will develop within the area closest to ground zero, where almost com
plete des�rucllon by blast is caused. It is IInportant 1 0  rcahse thai not only can combu�tible matefla� 111 the open be Ignited, but also the contents of buildmgs if the heat enters windows etc. \V

.
hllst the devclopment of a fire storm is unlikely in most British cities from a nuclea; explOSion, th�rc may well be a belt of fire extendmg outwards from the area of complete blast d�strucl1on to a.s far as I Inlle for a ground burst 20 KT bomb and 11 miles for a 1 0  Ml ground burst bomb. 

1 9  With incendiary bombs the chief fire risk is to the upper storeys of buildings, but it is  likely 
�hat H.E. bombs '�III be dropped at the same lime in au attempt to open up buildin s d Increase the spread of fire. 

g an 

20 Pracllcal fire prevention measures will be dealt with in a later lecture. 
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1 To explain the types and effects of high explosive missiles, and indications of unexploded 
missiles. 

High Expiosil'e Bombs and Fuses 

2 A high explosive bomb consists of a charge of high explosive contained in a case filted with 
an exploder. fuse and detonator. The fuses used to date fal l  roughly into two classes-those 
operated electrically and those which are primarily mechanical. 

3 Fuses working on either the electrical or mechanical principle can be grouped in four main 
types: 

(a) Airburst and proximity fuses wllich operate at a predetermined distance from the 
target. 

(b) Impact and short delay fuses which operate upon impact with tbe target or after only 
slight penetration (short delay indicating, at the most, a delay of a rew seconds). 

(c) Long delay ruses which operate at some predetermined time arter coming to rest. 
(d) Anti-disturbance and booby trap fuses which are set when the bomb comes to rest 

and operate when various disturbing influences are felt. 

Types of lligb Explosive Missiles 
4 All mjssiles are designed for a specified purpose. Broadly speaking they may be classified 

into 8 types as follows: 

General Purpose Bombs 

(a) General Purpose (G.P.) 
(b) Medium Capacity (M.C.) 
(c) Medium Capacity-Decp 

Per.elralion (M.C . •  D.P.) Bombs 
(d) High Capacity (H.C.) 
(e) Fragmenlation (F.) 
en Armour Piercing (A.P.) 
(g) Guided missiles 
(II) Rockets 

5 Are designed to a streamlined contour and are thick-walled, having a charge/weight ratio 
of about 33 per cent. They have nose and/or tail fusing positions, and are intended to cause 
damage by blast, fragmentation, and earth shock. Their size is likely to range from 250 Ibs. 
to J ,000 Ibs. in weight, but there is a tendency to increase their charge weight ratio, when 
they become classified as Medium Capacity Bombs. 

Medium Capacity Bombs 
6 Are intended for general operational use, and against normal industrial targets. They have 

a charge/weight ratio of about 50 per cent. and have nose and/or tail fusing. They arc likely 
to range in size from 250 Ibs. to 4,000 Ibs. 

Medium Capacity Deep Penetration Bombs 
7 Have a specially streamlined shape, a solid nose, and are fused in the tail only. Intended for 

use against fortifications and Olher special targets, e.g. reinforced concrete submarine pens. 
They are likely to be very large bombs, of up to 22,000 Ibs. in weight. 

lligb Capacity Bombs 
8 Are intended for use against targets where maximum damage by blast is required. They are 

thin cased, with a charge/weigbt ratio of about 75 per cent. and are fused in the nose only. 
The sizes likely to be used may vary from 2,000 to 12,000 Ibs. 
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Fra�mcnlalion Bombs 
d ' ' d asualLies by splin-

9 Are dc�igncd for u\c as an II-personnel , .. 'capons to cau ... c amage an c 
. I 

lering �f lhe ea,c I hey arc lh,ck walled Wilh no," fu,ing only, a�d may be dropped ,lOg Y 
or more commonly in clustcr�. The\e- bomh .. may weigh up 10 _0 Ib!). each. 

Armour Picrciol! Bombs 
bef tad' - 'de 10 Are dC!)lgncd to penetrate armour plating or rcinf�rccd .conc�ele ore exp . Jng IOSI 

lhe largel They arc heavy cased and solid nosed, w'lh "III fU>lng only, and h .. e a charger 

weight fallo cr abeul 1 0  per cenl. 

Guided Mis!'Iiles . ' "  . 
11 Practil:al ly any type of bomb can be transformed into a gU

.
lded rrussllc. R.1da�. telc\"I!i.lon. 

and i.1Ulom311c " homing " uC\'icc!t arc abo likely to be used I n  the future. A typlCil example 

of a guided missile is the radiO (onnolled. jet as�j!tted. glider bomb, 

Rockets 

1 2  The German A 4 Rockel, commonly known as the \' 2. is an c\ample of thIS cJa�s of mLS.sile. 

l nlike the flying bomb, which reqUIred a rrcrared stationa�' launching r�mr. the V 2 
could be hred from �Iny piece of reasonably hard ground . \\ hlch was accessible to heavy 

IranspOrl. 

�mall Anti�l"crsonncl Bomb 
1 3  Smal l  anti�rersonnel bombs may be dropred in vcry large numbers. They usuall� rematn 

on or ncar the surface and If unexploded may sull he dangerous. pJrLicularly on roof .... in 
trees or in bushes where they may be dlfhcuh to ... ce. An example of this weapon In the last 
war \\a ... the butterfly bomb. 

Indication of nc'\ploded Bombs 
J4 (a) III Ilui/dings Considerable structural damage orten cau'-oCd. \tay he confur..ed \\ ith 

c'plodcd bomb damage. Palh of bomb ciearl) " "ble lhrough upper Slone, Debris 
and damage grcatc�t on ground noor. No ... ign of splinter:. or bla ... t damage. Mirrors, 
cup�. etc., may still be intact. Damage may be caused b)' secondary sphnter:t. 

(b) III 01'1'11 Ground : Small bombs usually make a clean hole of entry. Fin marks and 
palOt may be visible. Largcr bombs may cau)C a .. splash crater " with firm ,Ides. 
Hole of cnlry may be blocked by loose soil. 

lffccts of l I igh E,plo..,ilC Bombs 
1 5  Impacl . Any bomb which �trikcs a tar�ct. e\'cn though it faib to c'\plode,will cau"'c d'lmal:!e 

by IlS mass .1Ild momentum. The hea\icr the homb and the more robust it .. con5tru(ti,)n the 
greater Will be the damage done. 

16 81aH . Can \criou..,ly damage buddlngs over a \\ Ide area. \\ ails, \\ indO\\�. doors and roof:) 
may be blown down. Trees arc oflen stripped of their leave:. and hranche:,. but tree tfunks. 
chimneY5 and other \\ell anchored objcch of small ... urfacc area. around which blJ..,t can 
Co.,liy flo\\. Jrc frequently left undamaged qUlle close to the e'ph)Sion. 

17 Fragmentation . I-'ragmenls from bomb::; besides infticllOg casualllcs can ca� :ttruclural 
damage. 

18 Earth Siwek .- When a bomb cx:.plod� below the surface of the ground i t  set::; up a �eri� of 
:)hock waves through the earth. TypIcal effects of earth shock arc : 

(a) Umlcrground P11)C\ and c.\blC!> broLen. 
(Il) CI',u,;ks 10 Ih.: ¥I Quod .!Iurf.u.:c. 
(t) Snul! III.1Id oblo,ll,:l\ mo\cd budd). Cd) W",II .. Jml rooh brok!;n and ,ho" c:har.h.:terhtl.; e.ulh .. hod. I:r.K�", 
((') In I:ontr.l)t 10 Ihe dfn:t .. 01 1.-1.15.1, chlmnc)\ .In,t ,tnlll.lr c'h.:rn ... 1 fl!.ltUrt.li ..lIe thc .ir.t to ,uller. 

Concluding Summary 
J9 �he object has been 10 explain types and effects of lugh c\plo!!li\'c missiles and sicns indlca-ling unexploded ml��llc�. -
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1 Reference : Civil Defence Manual of Basic Training. Volume If, Pamphlet No. 7, 
Biological Warfare. 

2 The instructor will find a set of home·made charts (e.g. definition, features, limitations, 
types, methods of dispersion, ,\ummary) useful visual aids. Alternatively, sub·headings to 
supplement the chart of headings can be written on the blackboard as the lecture proceeds. 

Object of Lecture 

3 To define biological warfare (8.\\'.) and to consider its characteristics and potentialities. 

Untried '''eapon 

4 Pamphlet No. 7, page 2 :  B. W. is as yet an untried weapon and its efficacy highly specu
lative ; it should, therefore, be remembered that sensational claims for its effectiveness must 
be to a very large extent guesswork. 

Definition 

5 Pamphlet No. 7, Section I : B. W. is the employment of living organisms or their products 
to cause death, disability or damage to the people, to the domestic and stock animals or to 
the crops of an enemy country. 

Cbaracteristics 

6 See Pamphlet No. 7, Sections 2 and 3. 

7 The number of organisms that can produce or carry disease is large, but those which could 
be used in B. W. are probably very few. Those which might be used against this country are 
all germs and possess three features in common : 

(a) Invisible to naked eyc. 
(b) Under favourable conditions can multiply rapidly. 
(c) Incubation period, during which there are no signs or symptoms, and the germs are 

mUltiplying and gaining a hold on the body. 

8 Most disease-causing organisms fail to meet the requirements of a suitable agent for use in 
B.W. Principal requirements are : 

(a) Virulence : small doses effective. 
(b) Power to produce disability : high risk of death or incapacitation ; considerable 

damage to crops. 
(c) Stability : the organisms must be able to withstand destruction and at the same time 

retain virulence. 
(d) Means of transmission : airborne clouds which are infective when breathed are more 

likely to be used than those requiring injection into body. 
(e) Availability : capable of production in bulk, which may be difficult. 
(f) Resistance of population : agent should be such that attacked popUlation possesses 

little or no immunity against it. 

9 If organism is to have chance of being effective it must be alive when it arrives at suitable 
place for development. Living organisms are susceptible to destruction by : 

(a) Heat, i.e. boiling. 
(b) Light, i.e. direct suntight. 
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(c) Long storage. . . 'gIl be rbe ted from 
(d) explosive force, i.e. the ex:plo�ion by wblch the organ isms rnl 1 I ra 

a bomb. 

Types of Biological Agents . 

10 Pamphlct No. 7, Section 4 : In broad terms Il.W agenl', ilke ehenucal warfare (C.W.) 

agents, may be clas�ificd as persistent and non·pcrsistent : 

(a) Persistent agents ' these arc compar�ti\ely few and are mor� resistant. They are spore-

bearing germs and, hke a seed, can he dormant for long periods. . 
(b) Non-persistent agents : these arc not spore-bearing and consequently tend to die 

rapidly under adverse conditions. 

Modes of Infcclion 

] I Pamphlet o. 7, Section 5 : the principal W<ly� by which organisms may be taken into the 

body arc : 

(a) Inhalol lon. 
(b) IngeSlion. 
(c) Contact through wounds. 

Methods of Di4lpcrsion 

1 2  Sec Pamph let No. 7, Secllon 6. 

13 B.W. agcnts may be disseminated on a large scale by using bombs, or on a small scale 
again!>t '!'pccific objccl1ves by saboteurs. The use of 13. \V. agents sprayed from the air seems 
impracticable since the aircraft would be forced to ny at such a height that much of the 
mfectivc cloud would be dispersed by air currenLS before reaching the ground. 

14 An attack with B.W. agents on an urban popUlation as a \\ hole would probably be made 
by dropping airhur�l bombs o\'er the selected area . A possible exception is the infection of 
urban waler supplies by saboteurs, but modern processcs of filtration and chlorination 
through which the watcr pa�ses before It entcrs the mains reduce the risk of infection from 
normal sources to negligible proportions. 

Potentialities 

IS Sce Pamphlet No. 7, Section 7. 
16 To as�ess potcntialities of B.W. It is useful to compare B.W. with C.W. which. of all 

weapons, it mOst resembles. 

J7 B.\V. Illay be regarded as similar to C.W. in that : 

(a) Disruption of industrial potential IS caused by temporary or permanent loss of 
worh-ers, through Illness. or lessening of output by lowering of morale. 

(b) A cloud of organisms suspended in the air bcha,;es like a cloud of non-persistent gas. 
(c) Respirator is first line of defence for both. 
(eI) Both contaminate food and \\ Uler. 
(e) If pcrsi�lenl B.\V. agents are used contamination may remain for considerable time. 

1 8  B.W. agents dirTer from C.\V. agents and are more difficult to deal with because : 
(a) They cannot be detected by senses or presence or absence revealed by chemical 

detectors. 
(b) Jdentification is slow and difficult and may take scvernl days. 
(c) Difficult to define i nfected areas. 
(d) Decontamination for persistent agents is slow, laborious and uncertain . (E') Incubation period tends to increase risk of spread of infection. 
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19 Difficult to assess potentialities of B. \V. because : 

(a) No information exists of its use against man in modern war. 
(b) To be effective, a B.W. agent must have survived the many hazards to which it is 
exposed before it arrives on man, and its effectiveness even then depends On the resistance 
olTered to it by the bodily defence of the individual. 

Concluding Summary 

20 The object has been to define biological warfare and lO consider its characteristics and 
potentialities. Airburst bombs most likely method of dillipersion. Problems of detection, 
together with precautions to be taken, dealt with in 'iOubsequent lecture. As with C. W., the 
best insurance ag,Linst B.W. is preparedness. The relative ineffectiveness of B.W. agents 
against a healthy population, prepared and protected, might easily mean that B. W. would 
not be employed. 



• 
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1 Reference : Civil Defence Manual of Basic Training, Volume II, Pamphlet No. I. 
Chemica/ Warfare. 

2 The instructor will find a set of home-made chans (e.g. definition, non-persistent, per
sistent, nerve gas, mustard gas) useful visual aids ; alternatively. sub-headings to supple
ment the chart of headings can be written on the blackboard as the leCLUre proceeds. 

3 Frames 42, 44, 45 and 46 of Film Strip C.D. 10, " Chemical Warfare ", are suitable 
additional visual aids. 

Object of Lecture 

4 To define war gas, to consider the characteristics and effects of the two gases which have 
the greatest potential for causing casualties, i.e. NERVE GAS and MUSTARD GAS. 

Importance of Gas Training 

5 Though the Germans did not use gas during 1939/45 war large stocks of new and old gases 
were found. SOIDe of tbese were rcady for use in bombs and shells. It is not known for 
certain why Germany did not use gas, but it is fair to assume that the knowledge tbat the 
population of litis country all possessed efficient respirators and bad been trained in their 
use, together with the possibility of retaliation, were among the main reasons. The success 
of a gas attack is largely dependent on surprise. 

Definition 

6 Gas is a chemical weapon relying on its poisonous effects and, like other weapons of war, 
its object is to kill or incapacitate. As its name implies it may be used as invisible vapour. 
1t may be employed as minute solid particles or liquid droplets which are airborne and in
visible ; or it may be used as liquid which evaporates to form invisible vapour-both liquid 
and vapour being dangerous. 

7 War gases may be divided into two main categories-nan-persistent and persistent. War 
gases may be distributed by the use of air burst bombs to produce a droplet cloud with con
sequent high vapour concentration or ground burst bombs to preserve the persistent 
qualities of a gas. 

Non-persistent Gas 

8 Non-persistent gases are those which will remain effective for only a short time, so that the 
locality in which they have been released quickJy ceases to be dangerous. They are liberated 
in the form of airborne droplets of liquid, particles of a solid, or as a true gas. They are 
therefore rapidly influenced by the prevailing weather conditions and are quickly dispersed. 

Persistent Gas 

9 Persistent gases are liquids which evaporate slowly. giving off poisonous vapour and there
fore " persist " or remain dangerous for some considerable time, unless something is done 
to destroy or neutralise the liquid. • 

Characteristics and Effects 

10 The effects produced by any war gas depend on the dosage-that is the amount of gas a 
person receives. The higher the concentration the greater wiJi be the injury produced in a 
given time. Correspondingly, a longer time of exposure will be necessary to produce the 
same effects when the concentration is lower, but, as regards nerve gas, see paragraph 1 3. 
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B. High Explosh·e Mis�ilcs . ' 

9 There arc mJny type!' of 11Igh explosive missije� capable of being u� agalmt lhJ�
.
country. 

fhey include bombs carried in aircraft, ranging from small anll-personnel devices of a 

rew pounds in weigh I to large " block busters " weighing as much a; 22,0Q0 lb •. ( 10 Ions). 

10 Other Ic!;s conventional types which are growing 10 favour with the attacker iocl
,
ude 

gUided missiles capable of being launched from the ground, from ship:> and eveD submanne) 

at sea, and from aircrafl. 
_ . _ 

Forms of radar, or telcVlblon, or automatic " homing It deVices arc lIkely 10 � us� In 

the future to guide such missiles to their targets, and little or no "aroms of their arn\'3J 

can be expected. 

I I  Apart from guided missiles, ballistiC rockets which depend on being aimed at the target 
can be uscd, and could carry war-heads of upwards of a ton The German A 4 Rocket. 
commonly known as the V 2, of thc 1 939-45 war, is an ex-ample o f  the ballistic rocket with 
J. fairly �hort range of several hundred miles, but rocket dcvelopment i s  proceeding. 
and Intermediate Range 1lJ.llistic M issilcs ( l RBMs) and even Inter-Continental Ballistic 
Missiles (ICBMs) may be used. 

12 One dit>advantage of the halhstlc rocket IS ih doubtrul accuracy. 11 is l ikely therefore to be 
used only against a large target, bUl, like the guided mil.silc, it may permit o f  little or no 
warning being given. 

1 3  The chief damagc caused by most H E.  missiles i s  due 10 blast. which (;J.n seriously damage 
buildings over a relatively wide area--although small in comparison \\ Ith a nuclear \\eapon. 
D .tmage can howcver occur from the force of Impact alone, or through fragmentation, or 
from earth shock caused by a missile exploding after deep penetration into the ground. 

14 Some H.[ . missiles may also have a prolonged hara,sIOg effcct due 10 failing to explode 
on imp,let or being deliberately fiLted w it h  a dclayed·action fuse. Such miSSiles are kno\\ n 
as unexploded mis'!Iile<; (U \'�ls) and it is often difficult to locate them unlc!l� their path 
through a building or hole of entry In the ground can be dele'ted. 

C UioloAical \\'arfare (Reference' Ci,il Defence \fanual of BJ�ic Training, \ olume II  
Pamphlet No. 7.) 

Definition 

15 Pampl�let 0. 7, Section I .  Blologic�tl \\ arfare (1l\V) is the employment of hving organi�ms 
or thclr products to cau<.,e death, disability or damage to people, dome,l1 and stock 
anllll<tls or to the crops of an encmy country. 

Untrietl \Vcapon 

16 Pamphlct No. 7, page 2 :  IlW is as yct an untried weapon and i ll>  efficacy highly 'pt!Culall\c:  
It ... hould, therefore, be remembered that scnsational claims for its e lTecti' eness mu�t be to 
a \ cry large exlent guesswork. 

17 Clwracrel'istics: Pamphlc� No. 7, Sections 2 and 3 :  Thc number of organisms that ca.n 
produce or c�rry disease IS lar�c, but most of them fail to meet the requirements of suita
bility for use In BW agamsl tim; country. It is possible howcver to use certain germs. 

18 lrifect;�II: Pamphlet No. 7, Section 5 :  The principal ways by \\hich infection rna be taken IOto thc body are: 
Y 

(a) Breathing. 
(b) Swallowing. 
(c) Contact through wounds. 
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19 Methods of Deiil'ery: Pamphlet No. 7, Section 6: A variety of potential methods of 
delivery exist, including bombs, point or line sources off-shore (given favourable winds), 
and saboteurs-who might be used to infect water supplies. but modern processes of 
filtration and chlorination would reduce this risk. 

20 Potentialities: Pamphlet No. 7, Section 7 :  The potentialities of BW are difficult to assess. 
Among its advantages are the following: 

(a) The effects of suitable organisms are difficult to detect and identify. 

(b) Disruption of industrial potential is caused by temporary or permanent loss of work 
through illness, or lessenjng of output by lowering of morale, but no damage to 
installations is caused. 

(c) Infected areas are difficult to define or contain. 

(d) Decontamination for some BW organ.isms is slow, laborious and uncertain. 

21 Among its disadvantages are: 

(a) Its action may be slow and uncertain. 

(b) It may be difficult to control, if effective. 

(c) To be effective a BW organism must have survived the many hazards to which it is 
exposed before it arrives on man, and its effectiveness even then depends on a 
number of factors such as the hygiene measures taken against it and the resistance 
offered to it by the bodily defence of the individual. 

D. Chemical Warfare 

22 Definition: A war gas is a chemical weapon relying on its poisonous effects and like other 
weapons of war its object is to kill or incapacitate. As its name implies, it may be used as 
invisible vapour, but it may also be released as a liquid-or as Hquid droplets which are 
airborne and invisible; or it may be used as a liquid which evaporates either quickly or 
slowly to form invisible vapour-both liquid and vapour being dangerous. 

23 Object of gas training: Any form of attack which comes as a surprise and against which 
the civil population is unprepared and untrained is likely to achieve success. It is therefore 
important to know the characteristics of chemical warfare and to train in precautions 
against it. 

24 Characteristics and effects: Although many potential chemical warfare substances exist, 
there are two types which are particularly dangerous: 

(a) Nerve gases. 

(b) Mustard gas. 

2S Nerve gases: are remarkably quick acting in their effects and can cause death as well as 
incapacitation. In liquid form these gases are very rapidly absorbed uuough the skin 
and eyes, whilst in vapour form if breathed in even in low concentrations they produce 
very rapid effects. The higher the dose the worse are these effects which range from tight
ness of the chest, running nose, contraction of the pupils of the eyes and difficulty in 
focussing, to pronounced muscular weakness, violent convulsions) paralysis, unconscious
ness and death. 
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26 Musrard gay is effective also both as a liquid and as a vapour, but i t  is not so quick acting. 

In brief it causes inflammation of the skin (and also internally). and blisters, but it may be 
considered as an incapacitating weapon rather than a lethal one, and Jess likely to be used 
against a civil population than nerve gases. 

Concluding Summary 

27 Thc objccl or lhe leclure has been lO emphasise thal lhere are olher possible forms of 
attack apart from nuclear weapons. 

28 Whilst at present, priority in training is given to defence against nuclear a1l3ck, i t  must 
not be forgollen that incendiary bombs; high explosive missiles of various kinds; and 
biological or chemical warfare may be used, either as weapons in themselves, or in can· 
junction with nuclear weapons. 
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Nuclear Weapons-Protective Measures 

P E R S O NAL P R OTECTIVE MEASU RES

IMMEDIATE DANGER 

�otes for Instructor 

1 Reference : Manual of Civil Defence, Volume I. Pamphlet No. I ,  Nuclear Weapons. 
(Second Edition, 1959). 

2 Diagrams to illustrate taking cover in an emergency, personal protection from heat radia
lion, shielding from gamma rays, and protection against blast, together with selected frames 
from Civil Defence Film Strip No. 35 will provide useful visual aids. 

3 Use should also be made of a blackboard to illustrate points and summarise facts as the 
lecture proceeds. 

Object of Lecture 

4 To consider the personal protective measures which aTC appropriate under various circum
stances against the immediate danger from nuclear explosions, viz, heat radiation, initial 
gamma radiation, and the effects of blast ; and also against conventional H. E. bombs. 

5 Later lectures will deal with protection against the delayed danger from residual radiation ; 
instruments for the detection and measurement of radioactivity ; and the protection of food 
and water. 

Protection against Heat Radiation (Reference : Chapter V) 

6 Complete protection against heat burn from nuclear explosions is achieved if sufficient 
warning is obtained for people to take cover, and any form of building, or shield, or covered 
trench will suffice-although i t  must be made clear that such protection will not necessarily 
also fully protect against the effects of blast and immediate gamma radiation. 

7 The clothing of those caught in the open (though it may itself char or catch fire) will afford 
some degree of protection to the skin underneath at ranges greater than t mile in the case 
of a 20 KT explosion and 4 miles in the case of a ground burst 1 0  MT bomb. This is provid� 
ing that the clothing is not in direct contact with the body. and that if burning it can quickly 
be removed or the flames extinguished. Woollen clothing offers better protection tban 
cotton, and light colours are better than dark ones. 

8 The importance of covering as much of the skin as possible when in the open is illustrated 
by the fact that the chance of recovery from burns is dependent on the area of the body 
burnt. If this is below 20 per cent. the chance of recovery with skilled medical attention is 
high, except with very old people. Even with 50 per cent. of the body burnt lhe chance of 
recovery in young people is 50 per cent. 

Shielding against initial Gamma Radiation (Chapter IV) 
9 Any form of screening between the body and a nuclear explosion reduces the dose of gamma 

rays entering the body. The denser and thicker the materials the greater the degree of pro� 
teclion. Jt must, however, be appreciated that c1oth�ng of any practicable kind offers no 
worthwhile protection. 

10 The initial gamma rays are more energetic and penetrating than lhe residual radiation from 
fall-out, protection against which will be dealt with later, and therefore require thicker 
shielding, but building materials and indeed dense substances such as earth give a sub� 
stantial degree of protection. For example, the dose behind I t  inches of steel, 6 inches of 
concrete, or 7t inches of earth will be reduced to half of that in the open. It is therefore 

(41308) • 
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. .  . d b  taking sub,tanual cover Ba<emenlS 

obvious that personal protection IS greatly Increase 
t" 

Y 
than upper 5Loreys and a room in 

and ground noors of bui ld ings offer better pratcc IOn • 

the centre of a build ing is better than one with an outer wall 
, d � I � a 20 KT bomb and 4 m,l .. for a groun 

.1 1  At distances rrom G,7. greater than -z ml C
f 
�r 

-t "  shelter offer� e�ccllcnt protection. 
burst 1 0  MT bomb the Andc�son type 

d
O ?mes ,� 

� t of earth or sandbags, and the 
provided it has a covering equivalent In cnsily to ce 

entrance IS simjlarly shielded. 
L2 Trench shelters with the equivalent of 1 8  inches of earth overhead cover also afford very 

good protection at sim ilar distances . 

• 'rotcction against Blast . 
13 The type of protection listed at paragraphs I I  and 12  above also gives protecuon at those 

distances against blast from a nuclear explosion Such �helLers should not, however, be 

sited closer than 20 feet from buildings which could collap,e on them and bury the 

occupants. 

14 Protection against the effects of 1 I . E. bombs is listed fully in Pamphlet N<?" 5, Protection 
agoiflsl lIigh £xplos;,'(> Mi.fSiles, but in general it may be s,3ld that outSide �he area of 

complete destruction either of these two types of shelter provides good protccuon. 

Taking CO\cr in an Emergency 

1 5  The proteclive measures already dc�ribed assume that some wa.rning of the t?lminence of 
attack can be given to enable people to take cover. In the event of persons bcmg caught In 
the open, the following action should be laken. 

16 On hearing the characteristic sound of a fal l ing H.E. bomb, people who are caught in the 
open and cannot reach proper shelter quickly should throw themselves flat, with the chest 
slightly raised from the ground, supporting the body on the clbow� with hands clasped over 
the back of the head, Any depression or fold i n  the ground (or if i n :l street, the guller 
against a kerb) is bener than entirely open ground. 

17 With nuclear weapons, however, the fust evidence of an explosion is the intense pulse of 
light radiated-which is much brighter than the strongest sunhght-and thl� should give 
immediate and visible warning to those in the open, (No te .' It is important to unden�tand 
that if people arc at a distance of se\'eral miles from the explosion they will not hear it for 
many seconds afterwards, and during thiS time those in the open are tn da.nger�rtainly from heal radiation and possibly ulso from initial gamma radiation, depending on the 
distance), 

18 This \'isible warning may enable them to take cover in time to e�cape some, if not mOSt. 
of the hc�,t and Initial gamma radiation (both of which last for some �econds)-and certainly to escape the e!fccls of blast in the open (e.g. flying glass, elc.). 

19 It should be appreciated that since both the heat and gamma radiation tra\el at the speed of light ( 1 86,000 miles per second) they reach even their eAlreme range of damage practically i nstantaneously, i.e" al the moment the intense light is seen. Very prompt reaction is therefore necessary to escape danger, and the quicker cover is reached the le�s harm will be taken. 
20 But the most intense stage of the heat and immediate gamma radiation lasts only for a maHer of seconds, and at distances greater than i mile i n  the case of a :2.0 KT bomb and about 4 miles for a 1 0 MT bomb it will be over before the arrival of the blast W3\'C, since blast travels so much slower (at the speed of s�undJ 1 , 1 00  ft. per second), Even buildings which may sub�e�uently be damage

,
d by blast wII,. therefore offer complete protection against the hea� rad;I:l,

tl,on (except wh:re,H can enter Windows, ctc.), and a varying degree of prot oct ion agamst mlltal gamma radmllon, 
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21 The best protection is obviously that which will prevent or minimise danger from all three 
immediate effects, and for choice this will be substantial cover of the type already mentioned. 
But it must be remembered that speed in reaching cover is all important if the effect" of heat 
and immediate gamma radiation are to be minimised. 

22 The decision must therefore be a rapid one in the light of the type of emergency cover avail
able and the time that will be taken to reach it. Any cover is betler than none, since it will 
protect entirely against heat radiation, if only partially against initial gamma radiation and 
the subsequent blast. Tn open country, even to throw oneself flat on the ground (as for an 
H.E. bomb) and shield the face and as much of the exposed skin as possible. is betler than 
taking no action. 

Concluding Summary 

23 The object has been to explain personal protective measures against the immediate danger 
from nuclear explosions, viz. heat. gamma radiation and blast; and against H.E. bombs. 

24 Inside buildings of strong brick, stone or concrete construction, it is possible to reduce very 
materially the gamma dose which can reach the body. Any form of cover protects entirely 
from the heat effect, and different types of domestic sheller or refuge will offer good pro· 
teetion against both blast and gamma radiation. Trench shelters outside the area of heaviest 
blast damage give very good protection from all effects providing they have adequate 
overhead cover. 

25 If no cover of any kind is quickly available, it may be possible to mitigate the effect of both 
H.E. and nuclear explosions by lying Hat, but the warning afforded by the brilliant light 
radiated from a nuclear explosion may enable some of those who can react immediately to 
find cover and so escape part if not most of the effects. 

26 Protection against the delayed danger of residual radiation, the detection and measurement 
of radioactivity, and protection of food and water will be considered in later lectures . 

(47108) • 2 
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Nuclear Weapons'-Protective Measures 

PERS ONAL P R O TECTIVE MEASU RES

DELAYED DANGER 

Notes ror Instructor 

I Reference : Manual of Civil Defence, Volume 1. Pamphlet No. I ,  Nue/ear Weapons. 
(Second Edition, 1959) 

2 Diagrams to illustrate the value of cover from fall-out, and the principles of protection; 
specimens or illustrations of the fadiae instruments described-with a Type C and a Type B 
radioactive source (in their carrying containers) with which to demonstrate the training 
radiae survey meter and the contamination meter respectively where these instruments and 
sources are available; and simple ex.amples of how to protect household supplies of food 
and water will provide useful visual aids. 

3 Use should also be made of a blackboard to illustrate points and summarise facts as the 
lecture proceeds. 

4 The lecture should be followed by a practical lesson on the individual dosimeter and 
charging unit. (See G 10.) 

Object of Lecture 

5 To consider the principles of protection against the danger of residual radioactivity from 
nuclear explosions; to describe (and demonstrate where possible) the radiac instruments 
used in the detection and measurement of such radioactivity; and to explain the 
precautions necessary with household supplies of food and water. 

Recapitulation of the Delayed Danger 

6 As has been earlier explained, the delayed danger from a nuclear explosion arises chiefly 
from radioactive fall·out which is caused by ground or near·ground burst bombs. Fall·out 
contaminates ground, persons, and equipment on which it settles, by continuing to emit 
harmful gamma rays and alpba and beta particles until its activity decays in the natural 
course of time. 

7 The danger is  not restricted to the area of blast and fire damage alone, but may harm 
unprotected people at very great distances in areas quite unaffected by such damage. 

Principles of Protection (Reference : Chapters Vlli and IX) 
8 Because the risk is mainly from radiation emitted by fall-out lying on the ground and on 

the roofs of buildings, a considerable degree of protection can be obtained by those outside 
the reach of blast and fire damage if they remain under cover until the activity has decayed 
to a safer level. The larger the building and the thicker its wails, the greater is the degree of 
protection given, since the two factors which matter here are: 

(a) tbe distance interposed by the outside walls of the building (and its roof) between 
people inside and the contamination outside, and 

(b) the shielding value, i.e., thickness and densilY of material, in the walls (and the 600rs 
and roof above). 

9 Urgent work, e.g. reconnaissance, rescue and fire fighting will, however, have to be done 
as soon as possible in contaminated areas which have also suffered from blast and fire 
damage, and control of exposure is therefore necessary. 
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10 This control is based on the following six principles: , - be 
(i) Detection and measurement of radioactivity to enable safe workmg urnes to 

estimated. r 
ed t<1 the act,v,·ty has decayed to sa,er 

(ii) Avoidance of heavily contaminat areas un I 

levels. 
(IIi) Checking on the personal dose accumulated. 

(iv) Use of suitable clothing and eqUIpment. 

(v) Personal cleansing. 

(vi) Decontamination of essential clothing and equipment. 

(i) Detection and measurement o!rat/;oac/;rUy (Chapter I l l )  

II Radioactivity cannot be discovered by any of l�e �cnscs, but It  can be detected and Its 

intensity measured by instruments known as radmc IOstrumenlS. 

1 2  Radioe ;I/JlflllI1e"ts .' The three types of radiae In�trumenl in use in the Civil Defence Corps 

and associated services are (0) the individual dOSimeter, which measures the total
, 
dose 

accumulated by the user over 3 period of time and enables a check to be kept on hiS e.�

rosure ; (b) the radinc �urvey meter (formerly known as the portable do�-rate meter), 

which measures the rate at which radiallon i� being received, dnd IS u ... ed for �ur\'ey,"g and 

monitoring contanllnated are3oS, so that gi\en the measured dose-rates
. 

appro'\imate �fe 

working timcs can be calculated ; and (c) the contamination meter. \\ hleh Iii for detecting 

the presence of radioactivc contamination on the .!tkin, clothing, or equipment of those \\ ho 

have been in contaminated areas. 

13 A dynamo type charging unit is provided to re-charge the individual do imeter after use. 

14 Training versions of the individual dosimeter and radiae survey meter, \\hieh are almost 
identical in size and appearance with the operational instruments, have different �es for 
use with small radioactive sources. The operational contamination meter is able to be u.sed 
also for training because of its high sensitivny. Nore: The training radiac survcy meter 
and the contamination meter should (where a" ailable) be demonstrated as follo\\� : 
Training radiac slln'ey meter: demonstrate function of meter 10 its carrying ca� by expos
ing a Type radioactive source (at a distance of just over 3 yards from the instrument) for 
a few moments after swilchmg on, to show movement of dial needle when " contamination " 
is present. There is no need (0 go into details of the switches or  the dial. 
COlltamillatioll meIer: conceal one of the small radioactive discs of a Type B source In the 
clothing of one or more of a small number of persons 'It ho pass singly in front of the IOslru
ment's probe, to show thc distinction between those who are " contaminated " and those 
who n

.
re nOL 1 here is �o n�cd to g? in.

to details of the s�itches or of the dial markings. 
Explain that morc detailed mstruchon ID the use of both IOstruments Will be gi\en to those 
who will be required 10 operate them, and that a practical lesson in the usc of the mdivldual 
dosimeter and its charging unit (the only radiac instrument required to be taught to all civil 
defence personnel) follows m a further period. 

(ii) A"oidallce of heavily cOlllaminaled areas (Chapler XI) 
15 No person should be a�lowed to enter or remain in the open in a hea,ily contaminated area 

unless duly com�ls llll;t to
. 
do so. Members of the public in such areas may have to be 

evacuated at the nght time 10 a planned and controlled manner bearing in oHnd lh f I f I h·1 I ·  . f 
' e act 

t
b
lat �r some 

.
l�urs

.
w

d
l e t le

T
ln
l 

ten
.
slty ? the

.
contamination in the open is highest they may e saler remallllOg 10 oors. IC sltuatton Will be 30ssesscd as a result of radio t 

d· Wh . . d d . . . .  C illS rument rea
d.

lngs: ere It
. 
IS 

. 
eSlrc l� glvc \"Islble warntng of the presence of an a.rea of high ra loacllve contanunatton, �peclal warn1l1g notices will be posled. 
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(iii) Continuous check on 'he personal dose accumulated 

16 Those whose duty takes them into a contaminated area must keep a continuous check. by 
means of the individual dosimeter, on the personal dose accumulated, to see that it does 
not exceed the figure specified for that particular operation or spell of duly. It must be 
emphasised that all nuclear radiation is harmful, and it must be the aim therefore to 
restrict exposure to the minimum. It will obviously be the duty of those in control to weigh 
the importance of the task to be carried out against the radiation risk, and to issue 
i nst Tueti ons accord i ngly. 

(iv) Use oj suitable clothing alld equipment (Chap,er VII I )  

17 No practical form of clothing can in any way protect the wcarer against gamma radiation, 
whether from the initial emission at the time of the explosion or emanating from residual 
contamination. A considerable degree of protection can, however, be provided by ordinary 
clothing against beta particles from contamination, the degree of protection depending on 
the thickness of the material and its ability to prevent dust from reaclling the skin; alpha 
particles cannot penetrate clothing or unbroken skin. Thorough personal cleansing 
should be carried out as soon as possible after exposure. 

18 Suitable clothing and equipment is as follows: 

(0) Well closed denim overalls or some such outer clothing which will keep most of the 
dust from any other garments and the body underneath and yet be permeable to air 
for comfort in working. 

(b) Gumboots, or strong leather boots as used in the Rescue Section. 
(c) Strong fabric, plastic, or leather gloves to prevent direct ingress of radioactive 

material into the body through cuts on the hands when handling debris, etc. 
(d) A scarf or .. sweat-rag " around the neck to prevent dust getting in. 
(e) A simple lint or other suitable " smog " face mask for use in very dusty areas (a hand

kerchief over the nose and mouth could be used in emergency). (Nole: Only in very 
exceptional circumstances, or perhaps from convenience in the absence of such simple 
masks, will it be necessary to use any form of respirator.) 

(f) A closely fitting helmet or hat, such as a bere', which will keep dust out of the hair, 
since the head is more difficult to cleanse than the rest of the body. 

(v) Personal cleansing (Chap'er XI) 
19 Most of the dust harbouring contamination on the clotJling can be removed by the use of 

a vacuum cleaner, where such apparatus is available. If a contamination meter is available 
a check with this instrument will then indicate whether any remaining dust is likely to be 
harmful, and if necessary the actual location of the contamination can be determined by 
using the probe as a .. frisker ". 

20 The outer clothing should be removed as soon as possible, care being taken not to shake 
it unnecessarily. \Vhere possible the removed clothing should be kept apart to await 
washing, or disposal if it happens to be very badly contaminated. If undressing has to 
be done at home a rough " clean/dirty " line should be estabJjshed to avoid spreading 
contamination, ahhough the radioactivity is decreasing all the time in any case because 
of natural decay of the contamination_ Wherever possible personal washing should 
immediately follow undressing. 

21 Personal washing should be very thorough, liberal use being made of soap and scrubbing 
brushes, paying particular care to the nails and hair. Where contamination meters are 
available after personal washing, a final check to establish reasonable freedom from con
tamination is advisable. If these precautions are taken there is little to worry about. 
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(vi) DecontamillOlion of e.Hl!nlial dOfhing and equipnll'lIl (Chapter X l )  . 

_ .  

22 Radioactive contamination cannot be destroyed, The du�l or other material to "-hleh It  1& 
attached can cuher be removed to a place where the contamination can do no harm. or the 

conlalllination must be lert to decay by natural means. These two principles underlie all the 

methods of decontamination which arc available i n  civil defence. 

23 C/Olhing .. Most contaminated clothing can be. rend�red safe b
.
y nOT".'lal washing, but a 

liberal use of soap powders or other detergents IS advised. Clollllng which has been exce.;

sively contaminated should be disposed of, preferably by burying. 

24 Orller objects (e.g. \'ehicle,f, toolf, etc.) : Scrubbing with warm water and detergents will 
remove most of the contamination unless it  is very firmly held i n  rough poroui �urfaces. 

Food and Water (Chapter Xl 

2S Gamma radiation of the Intensity cmillcd In nuclear explosions has n o  harmful effect upon 
either food or waler. and the main prohlem is one of protecting household )upplie� against 
contaminated dust which might eventually find its way into the body. Food should be 
kepI in sealed tins or cartons, and emergency reserves of drinking watcr ( In  the c\"cnt of 
watcr mains bcing cut off) should be kept in stoppered containers. It  is worth noting 
that one of the methods of softening water tn current u"e O� no\l. n as the ba e c'(change 
process) remmes most of the radlO..1Cli\c contamination from \\aler 

26 The only olher danger to food and water is from neulron irradiation, I.e., causing induced 
radioactivity. but this could only happen within the area of complete de)truction by blast, 
which is unlil-..ely in any case to remam habitable. 

Concluding Summary 

21 The object ha� been to consider principles of protection again..st the delayed danger from 
nuclear expl?slOns, both for persons 10 the area of blast and fire damage, and abo in the more cXle�slve arca down-w!nd,. which is only affected by fall-out; to explain and demonstr�te lhe Instruments used m CI\ 11 defence for the detection and mca�urement of radio
ilCtlVlly ; and to descnbe lhe precautions necessary with domestic food and water �upplie.). 

28 A practical lesson in the use of the individual dosimeter and Its charging unit Will follo\l.. 
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Nuclear Weapons'-Protective Measures 

P R ACTICAL LESSON IN U S E  OF INDI V I D UA L  

D O S I M ETER AND CH A R GING UNIT 

Notes (or Instructor 

1 The instructor will find that useful visual aids are blackboard list of headings, and a horne· 
made diagram of the dosimeter scale. 

2 The following equipment is also required : 

(a) training type individual dosimeters (one to demonstrate and one for every two 
members of the class) ; 

(b) type C radioactive source in its carrying container ; 

(e) charging unit, 

.3 Where it is necessary during training to simulate a reading (Le. an exposure to gamma 
radiation) on either the service or training types of dosimeter, this may be done by the 
instructor in the following manner by using the charging unit : 
After removing the end cap of the dosimeter in tbe normal way and pushing the dosimeter 
fully home into the charging socket to observe the position of tbe quartz fibre, simultan
eously touch the centre pin (in the aperture above the charging unit mirror) and the case 
of the charging unit with the forefinger. This has tbe effect of discharging the dosimeter by 
short-circuiting its charge, causing the quartz fibre to move across to tbe right, thus simulat
ing a reading. With experience this method can be made to give the dosimeter approximately 
a half-scale reading, and lower variations can be produced to suit what reading the in
structor wishes to simulate by rotating the milled edge cam of the charging unit to move the 
quartz fibre towards zero. 

Object of Lesson 

4 To describe service and training types of individual dosimeter. and to teach their use and 
how to recharge them. 

Primary Use 
5 To measure amount of radiation which its user absorbs whilst operating in a contaminated 

area. For those who happen to be within range at time of explosion, it will also be affected 
by initial gamma dose. 

Secondary Use 
6 To act as a simple form of radiac survey meter, i.e. to enable user to make rough estimates 

of the rate at which radiation is being received. By this means those who are not provided 
with radiac survey meters can make a rough estimate of safe working time. and if dose rate 
is negligible can reassure the public. 

Service Types 
7 Service types of dosimeter resemble the training type in appearance, but are calibrated in 

different scales. The Dosimeter No. 2 reads from 0-5 r., the No. 3 from 0-50 r., and the 
No. 4 from 0-150 f. (the No. I instrument is a training type). 

Training Type 
8 Scale reads 0-0 ·5r., and the instrument will react to weak radioactive sources authorised 

for training. 
(47308) c 
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How to take Reading 
11 I ·U be 

9 With both sen,ICC and trainlOg types, apply clip end of dosimele� to 
.
eye'

i
:

t 
:�::

i
�;;�

&ses 
viSible against light. 1 han quartz fibre line will be :)Cen crosSing &calc " po k 

d' w' t.h 
IOdlcatc� dose received. ( Each member of class to be practised In ta wg rea 109 I 

dosimeter on which a dose has already been recorded.) 

Secondary U�C as Improvi�cd Radiac Survey l\1ctcr 

10 Fln,l read dOSimeter and note reading. After penod of measured lime, say 10, �2 or 1 5  
minutes (a time \ .... I�ich will conveniently divide into 60), aga�n uke read�ng.. The difference 

bet\I,.ecn the 1\\0 readings, when muillpiled by 6, 5 or 4, gives appro:aamalc
, 
do� rate 10 

roentgens per hour. rOT example, If  No. 2 d
.
oslmclcr read') 2 r. to !>tarl with and after 

1 5  minutes registers 4 ·5 r., 3\'Crage dose rate IS 2 ·5 '" = l O r. per hour(I n,tructor give, 

example and class practise making calculation). 

Charging Unit 
J I To J11!.l.Illt..1111 their efficiency dosimeters have to be reset before and after mae by mean, 

of a &peclally designed hand-operated charging unit of Lhe dynamo lype,
. 
whi�h l m pan� 

an electrical charge to dosimeter and enables quartz hbre linc to be �et again at zero T�js 
is necessary from Lime to time, whether or not the dosimeter 1M> been cxpo::ted to ra�lo
aClJ\llty, �lnCC there IS a slight natural discharge from the IOstru.ment. (In�tructor gives 
demonstration with explanation, follo\\ed by cI�::. practice, In selllDg dOSimeter to zero.) 

1 2  Proceed as follows ' 
(0) If dos,",eter I"" a metal end cap <at end farthest from the clip) pu;h dosimeter firmly 

Into the extractor on top of ch.lrging UOit case. Pull dOl:olmeter up, leaving end cap in 
extractor. (Some dosimeters have a rubber end cap instead of the metal one, and thiS
operation Will not apply. In  such cases the end cap is removed b) hand.) 

(b) Turn generntor handles for 2·3 second.!. at 5 revs. per second. Adjust mirror on charg
Ing umt to give maximum light reflcction. 

(c) Push dosimeter into charging socket and ensure that it IS correctly po!tilloned. Look 
through eyepiece of do.!.imcler. If dosimeter i.!. discbarged (clther through natural 
causes or from exposure to radioactivity) the mdicating line on the scale \\ III be ob
served to be to the right of the scale. J 0 some c.be� It may oot be \i�ible at all. 

(d) Turn milled edge cam on right-hand side of chargmg Unit uOlil tbe dosimeter indicat
ing line IS at zero on the scale. 

(e) Stili looking through the eyepiece, withdra\\ dO�lmelcr approximately half an tn�h. 
It wili then be. seen that the mdicatlllg Ime h� kicked ,Iightly to the right of zero. 

(f) Push the dosimeter back fully and then turn !twitch cam unlll dosimeter indicating 
line IS the same distance to the left of zero U::. It formerly \\ as to the nglll. 

(g) Withdraw dOSlllleter and check reading. The indicatmg hne should be found to have kicked bad. to zero. 
I!0re : If lhe indicating line is still set to lhe left of zero (indic:lling a �light ovcrchargIIlg) the dO:'lmcter cnnnot be set to zero unless the charge b reduced. Thi!t �an be done by touchmg the (entre-pin of the charging unit and its case �imultaneou:'lly wilh the f?refinger, causil1� � short-circuit, then rc-iD:'Icrt the dOSimeter, \\ hen the IIldicatinl't Ime will move suffiCiently to the right to enable it to be reset. 

-
(II) If a metal end cap is fill�d, when indi

.
eating line has been :,et at z�ro, push dosimeter o� to metal e�d cap which has rcm::uned until now in the c\tractor. PrQs down the dISC sur�oundlllg the ex.tractor and hold whilst dOSllllcter IS released. If a rubber end cap IS fitted care mu�t be taken to see that it is correctly positioned by hand. 
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13 Dosimeter is now ready for usc. Dosimeters are normally recharged at posts or depots to 
which personnel return after operations. 

Concludjog Summary 

14 The object has been to describe service and trainin!! types of individual dosimeter, and to 
teach their u')c and how to re-charge them. The dosimeter has two functions. Primarily it is 
used to record the total dose of radioactivity received, so that an individual caD \..eep watch 
00 his own �arety. and a leader can check the safety of his team, by consulting dosimeter at 
intervals and noting accumulated dose received. It can also be used as an Improvised radiac 
survey meter to give the approximate rate at which radioactivity is being absorbed, so that 
safe working limes can be estimated. 
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Fire-Fighting 

P RACTICAL FIRE P REVENTION MEAS URES 

1 Reference : Civil Defence Handbook No. 4, Elemefllory Fire·Figh,irrg. 

2 The instructor requires : 
(a) Charl giving list of precautions. 
Cb) Diagram of stirrup-pump. 
(e) One stirrup-pump for himself and one for every three or four members of class. 
(d) Four buckets. 
Ce) Hand axe if available. 

Object of Lesson 

3 (a) To describe practical fire prevention measure which could in wartime be undertaken, 
in every household, to reduce the fire danger to a minimum. 

(b) To describe the stirrup-pump ; to leach and practise care and maintenance, including 
remedies for possible defects ; and to explain the organisation of stirrup-pump teams 
and their duties. 

Precautions 

4 It will nol be possible to prevent all fires caused by nuclear explosion, and the aim must be 
to reduce the fire danger to a minimum. The precautions fall into three categories. Firstly, 
making every effort to keep the heat radiation from gening into buildings. Secondly, pre
venting radiation from falling on readily combustible materials, such as textiles, papers, 
and the like, by removing these materials out of the path of the radiation or if this is not 
practicable by covering them with some sort of incombustible material. Thirdly. treating 
combustible material in such a way as to reduce their combustibility. 

5 ]t is unlikely that fire will be started on the exterior surfaces of buildings. Doors and window 
frames may inflame momentarily, but it is unlikely that they will cause continuing fires. The 
main danger will come from the materials usually found indoors. The walls of the buildings 
are, of course, not transparent to heat and light radiation, so that this could only enter by 
way of windows. skylights. or doors that open directly to the outside. Ex.terior doors are 
nearly always at ground level and are often shielded by olher buildings. so that the risk from 
this particular cause is small. 

6 The risk of fire from heat radiation can be very greatly reduced by the simple expedient of 
whitewashing the windowpanes. Glass in itself offers little protection against the heat 
radiation any more than it stops the heat from the sun. But the whitewash on the surface 
will reflect about 80 per cent. of the heat and reduce its penetrating power considerably. 
All skylights should be similarly treated. The glass will evcntually be shattered by the blast, 
but this arrives after the heat radiation since the blast wave travels much more slowly than 
the heat. 

7 At night time a wooden " black-out II screen filted to the window will also serve a useful 
purpose as a deterrent to heat radiation. The wood may be charred on the outside, but it 
should prevent fires beiDg started in the room. All such screens should. of course, be white
washed on the outside to reduce the risk of ignition. 

8 If the curtaining material is very heavy it will also serve to keep the heat radiation out, 
though there is risk of tbe curtains themselves igniting. 

9 Where internal lighting is not the prime consideration window spaces could be permanently 
blocked up. If wooden boards are used they should be whitewashed on the outside. The 
(47308) 0 
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boards may be carried away when the blast·wave arrives, but by then they t.hould �a\'e d.one 
most of their useful work. In the case of bUIldings of ex�ptjonal l�portance. which mJghl 

be expected 10 withstand the blast of a nuclear e�ploslon. the wlndow� may ha\c to be 

permanently bricked up WJlh vcry solid masonry or reinforced concrete, 
.
�mce at  the .. horter 

distances the blast would occur almost at the same time as the heat radlallon. 

10 An altcrn311\C protection by which It is possible to let some li ght into a room conM�lS of an 

incombustible board fixed to the window at an angle of about 4S degrees to the wlOdow. 

The board could be whitc\\Oashed or some sort of reflecting surface could be fixed, and the 

only rays th3t could be reflected into the room \vQuld be those which had come from a very 

high angle of elevation. The radiation could also be kept out by fixing a metal slatted 

Venetian blind to the window, but a more permanent form of protection is desirable as a 

Venetian blind may be left unclosed during an allnek. 
1 1  I n the event of shuttering being blown out, white cardboard, blankets and the like can be 

used as a temporary expedient. 
12 Solid wooden furniture or woollen carpets are not likely to cau�e a fire rrom heat radiation. 

A ny flaming \\ III be momentary and will die down as soon as the heat is O\'cr. Paper, texlile� 
and uphol!,tcry, on the other hand, �hould be regarded as possible sources of fire. Textiles, 
such as curtains, may be treated \\uh a solution of boric acid and bora:(. The arlicJc!<O should 

be dlPpcd i n  a solution made from I t  lb. bora'..: to I lb. boric acid dissolved in two gallons 
of \\ .l Ier. The materials should be wrung and dried horizontal ly. othen\ ise the solution wiU 

drain to the bottom of the fabric. Materials treated i n  this way arc unlikely to cau�e a 

continuing firc. This solution is not suitable for the treatment of u pholstcr) . but a \"hite 

cloth, prcfcr�lbly not cotton, treated in this \\ay can be thrown over furniture or O\'cr a de�k 

containing papers. Any material not easily ignited could be used for this purpo�. e.g. 3 

woollen blan kct. 
Clearance of Top Floor"" 

13 I t is mOSl important to stress again thc need for the clearance of top noor�, 
1 4  On other noors, combustiblc material should be reduced to a minimum, with pieces 

scpar�led from one another to rcduce the possibility of fire spread-e,g, do not have a 
drcsslrlg table where a burning curtain can drop on it. 

15 I t is particularly important to clear that part of n room in dircct line \\ ith the window. 
16 In time of war, any accu�nulalion.of odds and ends 111 box rooms, cellars or attics should be 

rutltles�ly cleared, Even In peacetime such an accumulation mo�t of ·t b bl · d 
A t· I h ·11 b . . ' ., I urna e, IS anger· 

ous. r IC es t at WI urn eaSily I[lclude such things as curtains d 
. 

bl I 
bedclotl I I d '  

t rapcnc .... la ec oths, 
ICS, amps 130 es, coalS. SUitS. dresses. wicker and " ooden furnitur� ra�' d r 

Icum. It will be surprising to find how many burnablc odds and end <1'1 -' 
I
an mo· 

s arc rca y u�e e��. 

Access 10 Roof Space 

1 7  One s�ould remember the Importance of having access to the roof � a . ' 
there IS no t�apdoor leading to this i t  is advisable to have one mad� PA

ce o
� 

a hou�,. an? if 

laddcr or prur of steps so that Ihe roof space can be reached th I
' not er ntX."'C�s1t} IS 3 

be appreciated that untreated or broken skylights o� the ab;��; 1 the trapdoor. It should 

covenng, perhaps as the result of earlier blast damnge II ·11 d 
e 01 f LIles a.nd. other roof 

, 1 a mit leat radiation. 

Simple Firc.�ighling Appliances 

18 The stirrup hand pump, wit.h its buckets of water, can la ' a . . . 
. An ample supply of water IS required, therefore it  is  �U�CI u�e l ul r�le 10 an) future war. 

or other .co.ntamers, as possible and to keep them full �r \Vat ll to ob.tam as many buckets. 
heat radiation from nuclear weapon can start fi 

. er. The. Ideal, o f  course, as the \res slmultanously In all Hoors. is to haVe 
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stirrup hand pumps and water containers, or chemical fire extinguishers and other fire
fighting appliances. on all floors, but as this may be deemed to be hardly a practical pro
position in a normal type dwelling house, there should at least be a reserve of water to refill 
the buckets, with concentration on the top floor. The practice of keeping the bath full of 
water can prove most useful. 

19 It may be contended that the blast damage from a nuclear explosion, in addition to causing 
structural damage to a house, may also overturn the buckets inside, but whilst this may be 
true in many cases, it must not be assumed that every water container will be rendered 
useless. There will also be small fires occurring in the otherwise undamaged areas which 
must be dealt with quickly, or else the spread of such fires would seriously impede the Fire 
Service and rescue parlies endeavouring to reach the inner and more heavily damaged areas . 
Description of Pump 

20 Double action piston type pump worked by hand, held firmly in bucket or water container 
by placing foot on stirrup attached to barrel or pump. 

21 There are only three moving parts : 
(a) The plunger tube, to bottom of which is fitted the piston. 
(b) The metal baH which forms non-return valve in the piston. 
(c) The metal ball which forms foot valve in the base of the barrel. 

22 In the bottom of the pump is a strainer which can be unscrewed and taken out when neces
sary. At top of the pump is the outlet to which is connected 25 to 30 feet of half-inch rubber 
tubing, on the end of which is fitted nozzle, some being dual purpose to give spray or jet, 
others just jet. Spray can be obtained from single jet nozzle by placing thumb over end. 

Care of Pump 

23 Pump should be used with water at regular intervals, once a week if possible. Hose must 
always be cleared of water after use and coiled in the proper manner. Keep in a cool dark 
place when not in use. 

24 Pump must not be used to spray strong disinfectants or insecticides as they will corrode 
the valves and render the pump unserviceable. 

Possible Defects and Remedies 

25 Following defects are the most likely to occur : 
(a) Choked strainer cover. 
(b) Choked hose nozzle. 
(c) Ball valves stuck on sealing through lack of use. 
(d) Rusted ball valves. 

26 The remedies are : 
(a) Choked strainer cover can be cleared by removing whatever is stkking to it. 
(b) A choked hose nozzle can be cleared by unscrewing the nozzle and removing dirt 

from the hole. 
(c) Ball valves stuck to the seating can be freed by pushing a piece of wire through the 

filter. 
(d) To remedy rusted ball valves, first dismantle the pump by unscrewing strainer at 

foot of pump, remove handle at top and withdraw plunger from lower end of pump ; 

rust may then be removed from valves by scraping with pocket knife. (Note .- The 

later models are fitted with phosphor-bronze and nylon balls which do not rust.) 

27 Gland at the top of the pump should not be interfered with, but should it leak it can be put 
right by tightening the gland nut. If this fails repack with oiled string. Do not over-tighten 

gland nut. 
(47308) 0 2  
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Organisation of Team 

28 Stirrup-pump learn consists of three or four members, preferably four when there is a long 
c�lrry for water. All members of the team arc Interchangeable. Equipment for Learn com
prises one stirrup-pump and four buckelS, and one light axe if available. 

Duties of Team 

29 feams of three of four. No. I fights the fire, No. 2 operates the pump, Nos. 3 and 4 malO
tam water supply. All members interchangeable. ror details of stirrup-pump drills see 
C.D. Handbook No. 4, Appendices A and B .  

Concluding Summary 

30 The object has been to describe (il practical fire prevention measures; (ii) to deSCribe 
slIrrup-pump; to teach and practise care and maintenance, including remedies for possible 
defects; and to explain organisation of stirrup-pump learns and their duties, 

31 Practice in stirrup-pump drill is i ncluded in subsequent lesson. 
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Notes for Instructor 

1 Instructor requires : 

(0) Water point. 

Fire-Fighting 

P R ACTICAL F I RE-F I G H T I N G  

(b) Fire hut, with front closed. 
(c) Supply of burning material. 
(tf) Eight fire baskets. 
(e) Box of matches. 

(f) Stirrup hand pump. 
(g) Hand axe if available. 
(II) Four buckets. 
(i) Small quantity of paraffin mixed with used lubricating oil. 

G 12 l i  

(j) Some form of protection to eyes, breathing passages and lungs against smoke, dust, 
soot, etc., e.g. civilian duty respirator fitted with pulvasorb filter. 

Object of Lecture and Practice 

2 The object is to teach procedure for quick appreciation of and tackling of fire with stirrup 
hand pump and to give practical experience of fire.fighting with stirrup·pump. 

3 With one fire hut and one instructor, the maximum number of persons that can be exercised 
i n  one instructional period of 60 minutes is four. The four persons who form the stirrup
pump team should wear overalls or old clothes and be numbered one to four. When No. I 
has dealt with the fire he will become No. 4, and other members will move up one ; this 
procedure should continue until all four have acted as No. I .  

4 As the instructor has to be in the fire hut with each person in turn he should wear some form 
of protection to eyes, breathing passages and lungs against smoke, dust, soot, etc., e.g. a 
civilian duty respirator fitted with pulvasorb filter. This should be explained to the class. 

Appreciation 

5 The closer one can get to the seat of a fire the more effective will be the means of extinguish
ing it. It is wise to pause to see where the actual source of fire is rather than tackle at first 
glance. Doors and windows should be kept closed as much as possible in order to limit 
oxygen supply to fire. 

Opening Doors 

6 When opening a door behind which there may be a fire, the possibility of back draught of 
flame caused by intake of air should not be overlooked. Obvious warning is presence of 
heat. If door knob is very hot, the door must be opened with care. 
There may be considerable pressure in room due to expansion of heated gases, and it i s  
therefore desirable to crouch in such a way that any heated gases or flames released pass 
over t he head: 

(a) Door opening away from you. Crouch so that body is shielded by door, and as far 
as possible by wall, and with out-stretched arm turn handle and open door slightly 
until rush of smoke and flame dies down. 

(b) Door opening towards you. As for (0), but place foot against bottom of door to 
control its opening. 

(47308) 0 3  
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Entering Uoorn 
7 As regards entering a smoke-filled room sec paragraph, 42-44 of C D Handbook :-10. 4 

Tack ling Fires �ilh Stirrup-Pump 

8 When fire is located the team should be called up. No. I attacks the fire, making use of 

such cover a� may � available. If there is no cover he must .till attack the flre. He ,hould 

direct the jet at the heart of the fire rather than at the names, but It 
,
may � necessary for 

pcr�onal safety, to direct water on immediate surroundings. (When incendiary bombs are 

burning allcntion must be divided between bombs and incidental fires at the discretion of 

No. I.) 

9 When firc has been put out a careful check should be made to ensure that no smouldering 
embers arc len which may narc up later. 

10 Particular allcntion should be paid to noor boards, rarters and joists, and any smouldering 
SpOL<; should be chopped out. 

cU ing the I lut 

I I  Two well-Ii lied fire baskets filled wilh kindling should be set up in the fire hut for each 
person In turn. Arrangements should be made so that . c\'eraJ firc� can also be started 
simultaneously. Fire bU1Ikets will be suitably positioned by the instructor. 

12 The four persons forming stirrup-pump tcarn should be positioned with their fire fighting 
eqUIpment at starting point some distance from the fire hut  and rcady to be calJed up by 
shout of " FI R E ". 

Attacking Fire 

13 Arter allowing fire to gCl well going the instructor should summon the team by shoutinG 
" FIRE ". 

e 

]4 The instructor must keep up with No. I ready to pull him back should he go into danger. 

Clearing nnd ResCUing J lut 

IS After fire is extinguished and No. 1 has made a final check, the hut will be cleared and reset 
for next fire. The learn returns to starting point, checks equipment and re-forms. 

Firc�I'ighling I l ints 

16 Some important points in fire�fighting arc listed In Chapler \ I I  of C. D, Handbook o. 4 

Concluding Summary 

17 The o.bjecl has bcCI� to give practical experience of fire-fighting with stirrup-pump. Careful handling of class will overcome nalural fear of fire present i n  many people aDd ' .  _ 

fidence. 
gl\,e COD 



Biological and Chemical Warfare 

DETECTION AND P RECAU T I ONS 

Notes for Instructor 

G 13 : I 

1 Reference : Civil Defence Manual of Basic Training, Volume II,  Pamphlet No. I ,  Chemical 
Warfare and Pamphlet No. 7, Biological Warfare. 

2 The instructor requires : 
(a) Small bottle of mustard gas simulant (M.S.). 
(b) Small bottle of nerve gas simulant (D.E.G.). 
(c) White sheet of cardboard or woodboard about 1 8  inches square. 
(d) Tin of detector powder. 
(e) Vapour detectors. 

Object of Lccture and Demonstration 

3 To show methods of C. W. detection, to consider the problem of B. W. detection, to describe 
local warnings, and to teach precautions against both B. W. and C. W. agents. 

Cbemical \Varfare Detection 

4 Pamphlet No. I ,  Chapter I I I .  Gas bombs may be either air burst, when practically the whole 
of the liquid contents of the bomb will fall like spray or rain, or ground burst to give either 
a fine mist, or large coarse drops and splashes to ensure contamination of ground or 
material. 

S If C. W. is used its detection and identification would be of vilal importance to the successful 
control of civil defence operations. 

6 Protection against nerve gases can only be ensured by putting on the respirator immediately 
an enemy air attack takes place in  the vicinity, and by keeping it on until the " gas clear " 
signal is given. Therefore under no circumstances should smelling tests be made until the 
complete absence of nerve gases has been confirmed by chemical detectors. For members 
of the Civil Defence Services this reduces the means of recognising lhe presence of war gas 
and identifying their type to what can be done while wearing a respirator. i.e., what can be 
seen, what can be felt on exposed parts of the body and to chemical detectors. 

7 Chemical Detectors : These are : 
(a) Detector Powder : Used to detect the presence of LIQUID gases and identify them. 

The powder is the colour of white pepper and is supplied in canisters with perforated 
ends so that it can be sprinkled on to any suspicious liquid. It gives different colour 
reactions for dilTerent liquid gases. In contact with liquid mustard gas it changes to 
RED and with liquid nerve gas to a YELLOW-ORANGE colour. 

(b) Vapour Deleclor : Detector powder will only detect liquid contamination. Jt is 
necessary, therefore, to have some means of identifying the vapour. A chemical 
detector known as the Kit Vapour Detector (K.V.D.) is available for this purpose. 

ft consists of apparatus and reagents wh.ich witt detect the presence of nerve and 
blister gas vapour. 

Biological Warfare Detection 

8 Pamphlet No. 7, Part II. The detection of B.  W. agents is extremely difficult. When dispersed 
they cannot be seen, smelt or tasted. Thus there is no means of knowing when an effective 
cloud is present. The only exception to this is that the bursting of a B. W. bomb may possibly 
(47308) 0 " 
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h � b b m loyed for an attaCk w,th B.W. m'g t 

be scen during the day. !lut the type of om e �I what appear. to � the whole or part 
similar to that designed for war gases. Conseque� 

Y B W bomb. l.ook out for the unusual 
of gas bomb may, in facl, be the whole or part 0 a ' . 

and approach with care. , 
K V 0 will indicate whether a \\"3.T gas l.s pre&enl. 

9 Tem with the Detector pow�er and/or . �";ed that the bomb fragment;, unle<. clearly 
I f  negative results obtal�ed It should be ass

f B W bomb I n  such circumstances �ardeos 
those of I-I.E. or incendiary may be tho�e 0 a . ,  . 

should take the following action immediately : 

(a) Sound local warning (i.e. rattle). 

(b) Report " suspected B.W.". . .  . 
(c) Cordon off objecL or area of hq�ld �ontamlnallon. 

(d) Take care not to spread contamination. 

10 The task of confirming or otherwise the presence of a B,W. agent will be underuken b) 

specially trained personnel. 

Local Biological nod Chemical \Varfarc \\ urning 

1 1  Warning of the presence of B.W. or C.W. agent; w,lI � gIVen by means o f a hand rattle 

Local Biological and Chemical \Vnrfarc Clear Signal 

J2 The local clear signal will be the soundmg of hand bells as and when an area becomes clear 
of B.W. and C.W. agents. 

Precautions 

13 Reference : Pampltlot No. I ,  Chapter VI,  and Pampltlet 0. 7, Part I ! .  

J4 Respirators : The respirator is the primary means o f  prol�lion against B.W. and C.\V. 
agents. I t  must be kept in good condition and correctly adjusted. Once It has been estab
lished that the enemy is using or thought likely to use B.\V. or C.W., re�plrators. must be 
put on immediately any bombs arc heard bursting on the ground or in the air 

15 House or shelter : An intact closed house, or a shelter prm:ided with a closely fitting bl:lnket
covered door, offers for a limited period considerable protecuon from war gas vapour 
and/or �\ cloud of germs. 

16 When Ollt of doors : Civil defence workers who must remain 10 the open and those \\ ho are 
out of doors "hen the " Alert " sounds must take every precaution to protect themseh:es. 
They should ensure that their heads, necks and hands are protected ; in other \\ords as 
little bare skin as possible should be left exposed. 

17 Avoiding corllaminatioll : As far as essential duties permit, personnel should keep well upwind of any known sources of contamination, because gas and germs travel \\;th \\ind. Nobody should needlessly walk on contaminated ground or brush against surfaces which may be contaminated. I f  clothing, boOLS or shoes have been contaminated they must be removed as soon as possible and not taken inside any bUilding. 
18 Food and drink .' Larders in houses should be kept closed when not i n  usc, and all food a.nd drink which is nol in sealed containers should be kept covered, e.g., by using inverted basios and saucers. CrOCkery, cutlery and cooking utensils should be thoroughly washed i n  boiling water if tbere is reason to suspect they have been exposed to B.\V. or C.W. agents. 19 Additional precautions agai'lst B. W. : Maintain personal and domestic hygiene at highest possible level. Keep the mouth clean by waShing it out with warm water or normal saline. Report any sickness of persons and animals, and Bny rats and mice found dead. Reduce uncontrolled movement in or out of infected areas. 
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Concluding Summary 

20 The object has been to show methods of C.W. detection, to consider problem of B,W. 
detection, to describe local warnings, and to teach precautions against both 8. W. and C. W. 
Detector powder and vapour detector will enable C.W. agents to be detected. For B.W. look 
out for the unusual and assume its presence if not proved otherwise and take immediate 
action to sound the warning and report. The respirator is the primary protection against 
both. Avoid contamination and keep food and drink under cover. Maintain personal and 
domestic hygiene at the highest possible level. 



• 
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AP PEN D I X  A 

MAR K I N G  O F  CONTAMI NATED AREAS 

1 Circumstances may arise when it will be necessary for Civil Defence and other personnel to 
work in areas which have been contaminated, and it is important that all such areas should 
be marked on a uniform system, so that the requisite precautions may be taken by those 
concerned. Accordingly. it has been agreed that the system described below shall be used by 
all Civil Defence Services in the United Kingdom. 

2 All lines of approach to a contaminated area will be marked by coloured triangles made of 
metal, wood, composition hoard or other similar rigid material which may be available. 
Each triangle will be a right-angled isosceles triangle with the base approximately l it inches 
long and the opposite sides each approximately 8 inches long. Small holes should be 
punched in each corner to facilitate fixing the marker in position. 

3 The surface of the marker which faces away from the contaminated area will be coloured 

(a) YELLOW for GAS conlamination. 
(b) RED with trisecting YELLOW lines for BIOLOGICAL contamination. 

See 
diagram 
below. : 

4 In each case the surface of the marker wruch faces towards the contam.inated area will 
be painted white. 

S The words " GAS " or " GERMS " (for biological contamination) are to be painted 
or written in black in three positions on the coloured face of the marker, so that regardless 
of the position of the triangle one lettered word may be read erect. Details of the con
tamination will be written on the white side of the marker at the time it is put in position. 
The date must always be marked. 

6 Normally contaminated areas will be roped off, and warning markers could be tied to 
the ropes or to fences, trees, etc. 
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A P P E N D I X  B 

P R O T E C TI V E  C L O T H I  G 

J Though properly fitling respirators will adequately prolecl the eyes, the covered part of the 
face, the breathing passages and the lungs from al I forms of war gases, the rest of the body 
is vulnerable to liquid nerve gas and to either the liquid or the vapour of bhslcr gases. 

Oilskin Anti-Cas Clothing 

2 A suit of oilskin anti-gas clothing consists of a jacket and trousers, but to protect those parts 

of the body still uncovered the complcte anti-gas outfit also Ineludes boots and gloves ?f 

rubber or oilskin, canvas over-mittens to prolect the oilskin glO\'es and an Oilskin curtain 
to be worn on the helmet to protect the neck from liquid contamination. These articles are 

In addition to the respirator and steel helmet. 

Overall Protective Suits 

3 I n any future war, body contamination cou Id occur from contact with radioactive, biological 
or chemical agcnts, I t  would be impracticable LO have <1 different type of protecthe clothing 
for each toxic agent. A n  overall protective suit is at present undergoing trials. It is a one
piece garment made 111 showerproor, closely woven cotton gaberdine. I t  fastens at the front 
with double flaps secured by press fasteners. The sleeves and legs are provided with double 
cufTs, the inside layers being worn inside the gloves and boots respectively to prc\'cnt thc 
ingress of liquid. The suit is reinforced at the knees, elbows aDd shoulders with hea\'ier. more 
durable fabric which i� interHned with impervious material. There is a separate hood of the 
same material as that of the suit. In addition the standard rubber boots, glo\"e� and respir
ators would be worn if required. 
The suit has been designed to give the maxim protection consistent with durability aDd 
comrort against ; 

(a) Contamination with persistent chemical warfare agents. 
(b) Biological warfare agcnts. 
(e) Radioactive dusts. 

I f, aner exhaustive trials, th
,
e overall protective suit proves satisfactory it  will be used by 

�11embcrs �r the Rescue Section, Reconnaissance Parties and others who may ha\'e to work 
In contaminated areal). 



Notes for Instructor 

Chemical Warfare 

PERSO NAL CLEANSING 

G 14 : I 

1 Reference : Civil Defence Manual of Basic Training, Volume IT, Pamphlet No. I ,  Chemical 
Warfare. 

2 The instructor r�quires some used lubricating oil (representing liquid gas), basin of water, 
soap. handkerchief, rags or other swabbing material, and water bottle. 

Object of Lecture 

3 To teach t h� st�ndard first aid and personal cleansing procedure for nerve and/or mustard 
gas contammallOn. 

Action to be taken 

4 Speed of action must be the key-note of any treatment for gas casualties. Of the known war 
gases, nerve gas and mustard gas are the most likely to cause serious harm but other and 

• • 
possibly unknown gases may also be encountered. 

5 I t  may not be possible to distinguish between nerve gas and mustard gas, as appearance of 
liquid (if seen) will not be distinctive. A standard drill or procedure must therefore be 
adopted by persons exposed to the vapour of these gases or contaminated by Iiquid-a drill 
which would apply equally also to any unidentified gas which might be used. 

6 The first and immediate object is to prevent or lessen injury by getting rid of all traces of 
gas as quickly and effectively as possible. In order to do this, clothing which has been con
taminated by liquid or vapour must be promptly removed and affected skin rapidly cleansed. 
I t  is obvious that the individual must first be protected from further exposure by putting on 
a respirator (if this is not already being worn). 

7 For vapour : If possible, move into fresh air and change clothing, keeping the respirator on 
until this is done. ]f practicable the whole body should be washed thoroughly with soap and 
water before fresh clothing is put on. 

S For liquid ;/1 eyes : Immediate action required. Wash oUl lhoroughly with a stream of water 
from water bottle or other vessel, continuing for at least one minute. Should only one eye 
be affected, care must be taken not to contaminate the sound eye when washing out the 
injured one. If no help or water bottle, etc., is available, plunge the head into clean water 
in any available vessel (e.g. fire bucket), keeping the eyes open. 

9 For liquid 011 skill : Immediate action required. Dab off visible liquid with wet handkerchief, 
rag or other swab as quickly as possible. It should not be wiped away, as this would spread 
contamination. Quickly follow with copious washing of affected parts with soap and water 
(preferably warm). (Note : Care must be taken in the disposal of whatever material has beeD 
used as a swab. so that it wil1 not endanger others.) 

1 0  If any injury has occurred in the contaminated area of the body, leaving the skin broken, 
the wound must be washed off well with soap and water before any other contaminated 
part is treated. If the wound itself is such that the casualty must be moved for medical 
attention, he should be given priority of removal over �ncontaminated cases, because the 
absorption of nerve gas in particular is even more rapid through wounds and cuts than 
through unbroken skin. 

1 1  For liquid swallowed (e.g. in contaminated food or water) : Immediate action required to 
produce vomiting. Tickle the throat or give a large amount of salt and water to drink. After 
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a cup of 

vomiting. an alkaline drink, such 3\ bicarbonate of soLla (a lable"poonful I n  

waler) �hould be given. 

J 2  For liquid 011 c/othing ' ontaminatcd clothing must be promptly removed, and i f  practi

cable the whole body washed with soap and water (preferably warm). 

13 Addltiollal cure required for perSOI/f \'!Jou:;,tg sigm of I\'ar gaJ poison;"g when found . 

(1I) With nerve gas casualties the initial symptoms arc dimness of vi�ion. r�nning o f  the 

nosc, and tightness of the chest. Such casualties must be treated as seflou\ly III and 

kepl lymg down, because 11  is impossible at this stage 10 tell whether or not the more 

dangerous symptoms of twitching and convulsions will eventually appear. Early 

medical supervision or prompt remo\'al to hospital I!) ess.ential . 

(b) With mustard gas casualties, initial symptoms of contamination by Jiquid arc redden-
109 or the affccted skin, followed later by the appearance of bil"er>. 8i1,tcr> .hould 
not be pricked or broken, but should be covered ", ith a drcs�ing until medical 
allenuon can be given. 

14 Note 011 lise of Meach cream or ami-gas oilltment Thi.� is ol1ly for the additional ill/ormation 
of ImtruClOrs and sholild AOT be wc/ud£.'d ill general ;II.\lTllelioll. Bleach cream or anti-g� 
ointmcnt may be In use by member� of the arm cd scryiccs working \\!lh the civil forces. 
Artcr rcmO\'al of \isible liquid, contaminated skin can be treated with bleach cream (v.hleh 
is effective agaln�l either mustard or nerve ga\), but it  mu\l be emphaSised that speed is 
most IInportanl factor, therefore, if  bleach cream is not Immediately aya.ilahle use !)oap 
and \\ i.Her method. Bleach cream should be well rubbed into contaminated areas \\ ith 
finger� and any surplus washed off With water after two minutes. Bleach cream must not 
be used near eyes. Bleach cream should not be applied to skin \\hen reddening h� de\cl
oped. Blisters should not be opened. Jf anll-gas ointment is a\ aiJablc I t  should not be applied 
before wet swabbing hrua been carried out because It would ha\e an adverse effect If applied 
directly to liqUid contamlllatioll if this should be nerve gas. 

Concluding Summary 

15 The object has been to teach the standard fir�l aid and personal clcan"ing pr<xcdure for 
nerve �l1d/o.r mustard �as co�tanllnat.lon-a slan�ard .drill \\ hich would apply equally to 
any umdenhfied gas which mIght be used. Speed at action IS essential if  casual tie., afe to be 
prevented or injury lessened. 



Respirators 
RES P I RAT O R  I NS PECT I O N  AND CARE 

Notes for Instructor 

G IS I 1 

1 Reference : Civil Defence Manual of Basic Training, Volume n Pamphlet No. I Chemical Warfare. " 

2 The instructor requires : 

(0) Diagram of Civilian Duty respirator. 
(b) One Civilian Duty r�spirator with haversack. 
(c) One damaged Civilian Duty respirator to show examples of damage to harness, 

facepiece, eyepiece, container and haversack. 
(d) Two receptacles for the instructor and two for every tluee members of the class one 

containing lukewarm soapy water and one clean water. 
• 

(e) Soft pieces of cloth (one per instructor and each member of the class). 

3 Class to be s�ated at tables with their respirators withdrawn from haversacks and placed 
on the table In front of them. FoUowing each item of the instructor's demonstration of 
respirator inspection, valve testing and cleansing, these tasks should be carried out by the 
class using their own respirators. 

Object of Lesson 

4 To teach the working, inspection, care, valve testing and periodical cleansing of Civilian 
Duty respirators. 

Protection afforded by Respirator 

5 Pamphlet No. I ,  Section 25. 
6 Respirator affords complete protection to eyes, nose, throat, and lungs against chemical 

warfare agents, biological warfare agents and radioactive particles which may be present 
in nuclear warfare, provided respirator filS properly and is in serviceable condition. Correct 
individual fitting and serviceability of respirator are the two essentials. 

7 The respirator is not designed to give protection against gases met in industry. It will NOT 
give protection against carbon monoxide. 

S Emphasise that respirator, although property of the Crown, is a personal issue to individual 
who is responsible for maintaining i t  in serviceable condition. 

Functions of Essential Parts 

9 Respirator consists of covering for eyes, nose and mouth, with container attached through 

which all air breathed in must pass. Container filled with material which removes all traces 

of chemkal and biological warfare agents and radioactive particles (which latter may be 

present in nuclear warfare) from air breathed through it and is fitted with non·return inlet 

valve which prevents moist air passing out through it and so being breathed in again with 

the next inhalation. In time moisture passing through the container would also damage its 

contents. An outlet valve minimises resistance to breathing out and allows clear audible 

speech. 

Description of Respirator 

10 Pamphlet No. I, Section 26 (iv) and Appendix B Section 5. 
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Respirator Inspection . _ 

11 Individuals should inspect their respirators regularly, at least once a fortnight. Talong each 

part in turn : 
(a) I larness : Elastic bands not unduly weak ; head pad sound ; buckles, tags and loops 

firmly attached and functioning correctly. 
(b) Faccpiecc : Material neither torn nor perished. 
(c) Eyepieccs : Not damaged, screwed tight. 
(d)  Outlet Valve: Rubber not damaged, securely bound. . (e) Container : Without holes or heavy dents. Reasonably well protected by paInt and 

frec from rust. Securely fixed to faecpiece by clip correctly poSItIOned In moulded 
channel. 

(I) Haversack:  No holes in canvas and no broken stitching. 

Cure of Respirator 

12 Pamphlet No. 1 t Section 32/33. As moisture is liable [0 cause deterioration of all parlS it is 
important to keep the respirator dry. The following should be avoided : 

(a) Complete respirator : Keeping near hot pipes or fires. 
(b) Haversacks : Carriage of articles other than those for which haversack is intended. 
(c) Facepiece : Unnecessary stretching of clastics and straining of buckles ; tampering 

with eyepieces ; incorrecl folding ; keeping resplfillor in haversack for long periods. 
since, if it is not worn frequently. it may become distorted and cease to fit with gas 
tightness ; careless and infrequent anti·dimming. since gaod " isian depends entirely 
upon this being done correctly. 

(d) Container : Denting by rough usage ; allowing water to enter. 

Vah'e Testing 
3 Pamphlet No. I ,  Appendix B, Sections 8, 9 and 10. 
t OUflet I'ahe: Valve !:!hould be shut except when breathing out, when it !:!hould open to allow 

breath to escape freely. Ta test this adjust faccpiecc and it will be ab\'ious at once if outlet 
valve is not opening properly because resistance to breathing out will be experienced and 
breath will escape past cheeks. Should outlet vake not open properly hold fncepiece firmly 
against face \\'ith palms of the hands and blow out hard. This \\ ill often remedy this defect. 
It is vitally important that outlet valve should be tightly shut ", hen wearer is breathioe. in. 
To test this, adjust facepiece, stop the normal passage of air iota the facepiece by holding a piece of smooth cardbon�d (or the palm of the hand if it IS large enough) firmly again:,t the ouler end of the contatner, and lest for leakage by attempting to inhale. Ensure no leakage through valve. If defective, it should be rephced wiLhout delay. 
J�llet valve: V31�e sh�uld be open \Vhe� Ih� wearer ?reathes in and remain shut at all other hmes. To test thiS adjust faceplece and It will be obVIOUS if inlet valve is not opening because the wearer will be unable to draw any air lluough it.  
To test if the inlet valve is Closing properly adjust respirat.or stop up the nor I " f ' f  r . b "  h 11 I 
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Periodical Cleansing of Respirator 

18 T
.
h?rough cleansing of facepiece periodically necessary to maintain it in wholesome coo

dltlon. At  least once every six months. Proceed as follows : 

(a) Hold facepiece in left hand. with facepiece below level of container. 
(b) Take clean soft cloth or sponge which has been dipped in lukewarm soapy water and 

squeezed free from excessive liquid, and thoroughly wipe out inside of facepiece. 
(Only soap of toilet quality to be used and water must not be hoL) 

(c) Rinse cloth well in clean waler, wring out surplus moisture, and wipe out inside of 
facepiece again. 

(d) Take care to avoid liquid entering container. 
(e) Allow facepiece to dry before replacing in haversack. 
([) Thoroughly rinse cloth in clean water after cleansing each facepiece. 

19 Haversack should not be mechanically laundered. but if it is badly soiled it may be 
washed with soap and warm water (NO SODA). 

Concluding Summary 

20 The object has been to teach the working, inspection, care, valve testing and periodical 
cleansing of respirators. If respirator is to provide the protection it is designed to give it 
must not only fit correctly. but must be thorougbly serviceable, and kept in clean and whole
some condition. Defective inlet valve not dangerous. Defective outlet valve is dangerous. 



• 



Notes for Instructor 

Respirators 

RESPIRATOR F I TT I N G  

G 16 : I 

1 �his instructional period comprises fitting of Civilian Duty respirator and test for gas tightness, followed by gas chamber test. 
2 For fitting and test for gas tightness the instructor requires : 

(a) Civilian Duty respirators of both sizes. 
(b) Thre� simple diagrams to show position of wearer's eyes wben right and wrong size 

facepleces are used. 

3 For gas chamber test the instructor requires: 

(a) Gas chamber or gas van. 
(b) C.N. capsules. 
(e) Glass tip breaker or pair of pliers. 
(d) Small spirit lamp. 
(e) Metal dish for heating capsule over spirit lamp. 
(/) Improvised fan, e.g. sheet of cardboard. 

Object of Respirator Fitting 

4 To ensure that when facepiece is adjusted the respirator will give complete protection to 
eyes. breathing passages and lungs. without undue discomforl or loss of efficiency if worn 
for long periods. 

Explanatory 

5 Explain that: 
(0) The respirator will not give protection unless a proper fit is obtained. 
(b) The facepicce will be uncomfortable if worn for long periods unless it fits properly. 
(c) The better it filS, the less will be the reduction in the wearer's efficiency. 
(d) The gas chamber test is necessary to confirm the correctness of fit of facepiecc and to 

give confidence to wearer that his respirator will give him complete protection. 

The Use of Spectacles with Respirators 

6 Ordinary spectacles cannot be worn with any lype of respirator since the side members 
would interfere with the gas-tight fit of the facepiece. Special spectacle frames with flattened 
side members have, however, been developed for use with Civilian Duty respirators. 

When these are required it is most important that : 

(a) only the official design of spectacle frame is used; 

(b) the correct size of frame is used since side members of different lengths are available 

to suit different sized faces; 
(c) the respirator is first fitted (without the spectacles) in accordance with the instructions 

given below; , 
(d) the spectacles (without the respirator) are carefully .fitted on l?e face, ma�lDg any 

necessary adjustments to ensure that the flatlene? portIOn of the side member he.s close 

to the skin in the temple region, so that there will be no tendency for the faceplece to 

be pushed away from the face ; and . 
(e) the fit of the respirator is checked when the spectacles are being worn. 

7 No type of spectacles can be worn inside Civilian respirators. 
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Filling 

8 Proceed as follows: 
(0) Take a normal .i70 facepiece and loosen harness. ( MajorllY of Individuals will take a 

normal size.) 
(h) Gel .tudenl 10 pul on faeepoece. (Explain and demonstrate.) 
(e) Tighlen lOp pair of elastic bands and examine faceplece for sire. If  eyes are m uch 

above centre of eyepieces the faceplecc IS too )mall, If much below centre ,It IS too 
large, if approximately central, the Si7C is probably correct; .befor� lakln.g ti�aJ 
decision general appearance must be taken mto account (In makmg thiS eumID3UOD 
the fitter's eyes muM be at same level as those of wearer.) 

(d) Tlghlen remaonlng paors of elastic bands. (Do nol pull Ihem too IIghl as this may 
prevenl facepi .. e from lakong .hape of face and thereby cauSing a leak.) 

(e) Sec Ihal bands are exerting an even pull and are JUst .ufficienlly light 10 hold face
piece stable on face Without causing discomfort. 

(f) Examine round edges of facepicce, particularly under ChlO, to ascertain that face
piece is firmly on face. (The wearer's chm must fil closely into chin of faceplecc.) 

(g) Check that face piece will remain firmly on face of wearcr. (TelJ "carer to nod his 
head ; if faccpiece shows �igns of slipping, tightcn top bands. I n�truct \.\-earer to 
shake his head ; if facepiccc sho\\� signs of slipping, lightcn centre band�.) 

(!ol If  facepicce louehes \learers no.e, check fil of chon and Ihcn lighten lOp bands. If  
thi::. docs not cure the trouble a smaller !lizc almost certainly \\-ill. 

(i) A smaller facepiecc will usually ovcrcome difficulties with hollow temple::. or promi
nent cheek bones. 

Preliminary Te'il for Gas 1 ightncss 

1 arry out test .IS follows: 
(a) Stop normal pas�agc of air into faccpiccc. 
(b) Tell wcarer to attempt to breathe in. 
(e) I f  \\·.earer �nablc to breathe 10 and facepiece drawn on to face, fit is good. 
(d) If air gets 10 through Side of faceplcce further adjustment is necc::.sary. 

Gel IIldividu.l.I to remove faceplece. (ExplalO and demonstrate.) Look for marks due to exceSSive pressure. 
Get IIldlvidual to put on facepicce again and repeal preliminary test for gas tightness. 
Get individual to remove facepiece nnd warn him not to altcr adjustment of harness. 
Anti-dimming of Eyepicces 

W�en r�sp .. r�� i\worn the
T
�vcarer's breath may condense on the Inside of the eyepieces all 

I 
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1IS can be pre�le�ted ?y �mcaring the IOside of the eyepiect:s Wil l u t 110 111 0 goo tal et soap. All antl-dlml111Og compound is also av · 1· bl  r th C· ·1 D r s . ao a e lor e 1\·' clcnce en ICCS. 

Carriage of Respirator in Hlnersack 

Explain and demonstrate the method of carrying container m havcrsack and bow it is returned to havcrsack (class copying). 

Gas Chamber Tesl 

Proceed to carry out the gas chamber test in accordance with the d t 'l . . 
jix A. e 31 s glvcn III Appeo-
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Oeaning of Respirator after Use 

16 Explain and demonstrate the method of cleaning facepiece after use (class copying) as 
foUows : 

(a) Wipe inside with cloth, e.g. handkerchief. 

(b) Treat eyepieces to prevent dimming. 

(c) ]f facepiece wet and muddy wipe with damp cloth and allow to dry at normal 
temperature. 

17 If wet and muddy. haversack should be allowed to dry at ordinary temperature, then 
brushed lightly. 

Concluding Summary 

18 The object of respirator fitting has been to ensure that when facepiece is adjusted the 
respirator will give complete protection to eyes, breathing passages and lungs without 
undue discomfort or loss of efficiency if worn for long periods and. by means of gas chamber 
lest, to give wearer confidence in correctness of fit. 
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A P P E N D I X  A 

GAS C H A M B E R  TEST 

Responsibility of Instructor 

G 16 : A I 

1 The instructor is solely responsible for admission of persons into gas chamber or van and 
for compliance with following rules : 

(0) Instructor is first to enler chamber or van and remain until last person has gone out. 
(b) No person to be admitted unless wearing respirator. properly adjusted and unless 

instructor is satisfied that fit is good and respirator in sound condition. 
(c) Respirators are not to be taken off in the chamber or van. 
(d) Not more than 1 0  persons (excluding the instructor) to be in gas chamber or van at 

same lime. 
(e) To conserve concentration, door should Dot be open while persons are entering or 

leaving airlock. 
U) Normal time in chamber or van for each group should be five minutes. 

Putting up Concentration in Chamber or Van 

2 The gas concentration must be put up by the instructor. 

3 One capsule is sufficient to fill gas chamber or van of 500 cubic feet capacity, but con
centration may be reinforced with further capsules, one at a time, as required. An im
provised fan, e.g. a sheet of cardboard should be used to assist circulation. Concentration 
created by one capsule should, in normal circumstances, be sufficient for two groups of 
students to pass through chamber or van of about 500 cubic feet capacity. 

4 Capsule to be heated on metal dish over small spirit lamp on shelf provided. Use of candle 
for heating capsule is prohibited. Capsules are made of glass and drawn-out end should be 
nipped off with pliers or broken off by use of glass-tip breaker provided. Contents of cap
sules must not be allowed to catch fire ; if they do lachrymatory effect of gas will be lost. 

S When heating capsule instructor will wear respirator. In event of any solid contents of 
capsule coming in contact with skin, the part should be immediately washed with soap 
and water. 

Procedure before Class enter Chamber or Van 

6 Having set up concentration instructor will : 

(0) See that roll is correct. 
(b) Parade class upwind with respirators. 
(c) Explain the object of tellt is to confirm correctness of fit of facepiece and thereby give 

confidence to wearer. 
(d) Emphasise that anyone feeling effect of gas must on no account remove facepiece, 

but will hold up hand. 
(e) Tell class to adjust facepieces. Inspect each person, repeat test for gas tightness and 

make any adjustment still necessary. 
(J) Lead class into chamber or van. 

Procedure during Test 
7 Inside chamber or van : 

(a) Keep class in single rank. 
(b) Ascertain if anyone affected. If so, send him out and attend to him later. 
(c) When required to do so by instructor, class should talk to each other and, after a 

short while, the instructor should once more ascertain if anyone is affected. 
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(d) Individuals whose respirator faeepieces show no "gn of leaks when they are talking 

should then carry oul some form of phyt,ical exerCise, such a.s Imitation shovelling 

or running on the spot, to lest the stability of the facepicce. 

H After five m inutes in  the chamber or van, file oul down wind of other parties, but up wind 
ofchambcr or van. Instructor Icaves last orall. 

Procedure after Leaving Chamber or Van 

9 After leaving chamber or van : 

(a) Check mdividuals again for fit. Warn class that on remo\ ing the facepiccc a certain 
amount of gas from their clothing may make the cyee; water 

(b) Remove faccpicccs and verify ahscnce orany severe pressure marks on fact'. 
(c) Discuss any queries. 
(d) Fmpha'tisc that harness tcn�ion must not be altered after 5aUSfaclory fitling. c"cept 

for adjustmen t reqUired as result of weakening clastics, and then only by a properly 
q ualified person . 
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Respirators 

RESPIRATOR CAR R IAGE AND D RILLS 

Notes for Instructor 

1 Reference : Civil Defence Manual of Basic Training, Volume II. Pam pillet No. I ,  Chemical 
Warfare. 

. 

2 Instructor and class require steel helmets and Civilian Duty respirators. 

3 It is better to conduct tbe Jesson outdoors. the alternative of indoor instruction being 
adopted when light and other weather conditions necessitate so doing. Indoors, tables and 
chairs should be cleared to provide space to conduct lesson with instructor and class 
standing. 

4 The two positions in which the Civilian Duty respirator may be carried, i.e., Slung and 
Alert positions, the removal of facepiece and its return to haversack, and adjusting respir
ator on another person, are not taught as drills. They should be explained and demonstrated 
by instructor while at the same time the class copy his actions. The instructor then inspects 
position of individual respirators, observes action'S of individuals, and corrects faults. 

5 To obtain protection by putting on facepiece, accuracy and speed are essential, such action 
therefore taught as a drill. There are only TWO drills and these are the putling on of the 
facepiece from ALERT position and from SLUNG position. Before teaching either drill 
ensure respirators are carried in appropriate position (i.e., Alert or Slung). Drill teaching 
must not be hurried. Both drills are taught in following sequence : 

(a) Instructor states drill to be taught. 
(b) Instructor explains and demonstrates the drill by first saying each part, and then 

doing it smartly. 
(c) Instructor repeats explanation with demonstration whilst class copy his actions. 
(d) Class practices drill slowly, instructor correcting faults. 
(e) Instructor asks questions on drill. 
(f) Class carry out drill on word of command of instructor. 

Object of Lesson 

6 To teach how the Civilian Duly respirator is : 

(a) CARRIED in  the SLUNG position. 
(b) CARRIED in the ALERT position. 
(c) PUT ON from the ALERT position (DRILL). 
(d) TAKEN OFF and REPLACED in haversack. 
(e) PUT ON from tbe SLUNG position (DRILL). 

7 To carry out the standard test for putting on facepiece from Alert and Slung positions, and 
to teach how to adjust a respirator on another person. 

Carriage Positions 

8 Pamphlet No. I ,  Appendix C. 

Put 00 Respirator Facepiece from Alert Position [DRILL] 

9 To PUT ON facepiece from ALERT position, sequence is as laid down in Pamphlet No. I ,  

Appendix C. 
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Toke ofT Respirator facepiecc and Replace in I 'a"ersllck 

o Sec Pamphlet No. I ,  Appendix C. 

I'ut on Respirator Facepiccc froll1 Slung Position ORI LLJ 

I To PUT ON faceplece from SLUNG posIlion, sequence is as laid down ," Pamphlet No. I ,  

Appendix C. 

Stondord Test 

l Standard lime for putting on faccpiccc from Alert or Slung positions I� 1 5  .econd�. Within 
this time limit accuracy is morc Important than extreme speed, provided that breathing is 
stopped throughout process of pUlling on facepiece. Time limit of 1 5  seconds does DOl 
include replacement of steel helmet or, where necessary, subsequent adjustment of resptr· 
ator haversack. 

Adjust Respirator on another Person 

If neccs�ary to adjust respirator on another person, proceed in accordance with the mstruc. 
lions given in Pamphlet No. I ,  Appendix C. 

Cleaning and Anti-dimming 

At end or Ic!)!)on Wipe m�ldc or raccplcee \'vllh cloth and anll-dlm eyepieces. 

Concluding Summary 

The object has been 10 leach how Cnllian Out)' respirator l� CARRIED in lung and Alert 
po,"ions ; and how faceplece is PUT ON, TAK[N OFF, and R[PLACCD in hU\er,,"ck. 
Note that putllng on or racepiece rrom Alert or Slung po�itions is taught as a drill. The 
lesson has abo included the standard le!)t ( 1 5  sccond�) and has taught how to adjust a 
rC)pmHOr on another person. 

I 



1EASURES A G A I NST B I O L O G I C A L  A N D  

CHEMICAL WARFA R E  

I of Notes G 1 3- 1 7  and contains sufficient information t o  enable 
'Tolective rneasurC$ against biological and chemical warfare. 

:I a set of home made charts covering detection and personal 
!tc., useful visual aids. In addition he should show a tin of detector 
Detector, a Civilian Duty respirator and a Civilian C7 respirator 

nstration 

If detcction available. and the personal and collective precautions 
ogical and chemical warfare. 

nsured, whether against B. W. or C.\V., by putting on the respirator 
other missiles burst in the vicinity. and by keeping it on until the 

clear " signal is given. Under no circumstances should smelling 
to be the case before the introduction of nerve gases and B.W. 

tcelion are, therefore, confined to what can be done while wearing 

are available for determining the presence of war gases. These are : 
. Used to detect the presence of LIQUID gases and identify them. 
;: colour of white pepper and is supplied in canisters with perforated 
.n be sprinkled on to any suspicious liquid. It gives different colour 
erent liquid gases. In contact with liquid mustard gas it changes to 
quid nerve gas to a YELLOW-ORANGE colour. 
.: Detector powder will only detect liquid contamination. It is 
'ore, to have some means of identifying the vapour. A chemical 
as the Kit Vapour Detector (K.V.D.) is available for this purpose. 
'paratus and reagents which will detect the presence of nerve and 
If. 

agents is extremely difficult, and is not normally within the scope 

oratory facilities-except that if fragments other than those of H.E. 

are found and the two chemical detector tests already mentioned 

. B. W. ag;nt may be suspected. Observation of the action of nearby 

als may give further indication that some unusual and dangerous 

,d. 

the warden takes the following action immediately: 

lfning by means of a hand raule . 

.. or " suspected B.W.". 

ie�t or area of liquid contamination. 



ise the presence of a B. W. agent will be undertaken by 

fragmcnlS, samples of earth, etc., have been collected 

ntelligence Officer for analysis in laboraLOries where such 

'inging of handbells as and when an area becomes clear 

primary means of protection against B.W. and C.W. 
)Odilion and correctly adjusted. Once it  has been estab
hought likely to use U.W. or C.W., respirators must be 
e heard bursling on the ground or in the air. 

louse, or a shelter provided with a closely fitling blanket
J period, considerable protection from war gas vapour 

rorkers who must remain in the open and those who are 
unds must take every precaution to protect themselves. 
lds, necks and hands are protected ; in other words as 
be left exposed . 

. s essential duties permit, personnel should keep well 
:ontamination, because gas and germs travel with wind. 
, contaminated ground or brush against surfaces which 

boots or shoes have been contaminated, they must be 
lot taken inside any building. 

should be kept closed when not i n  use, and aU food and 
ainers should be kept covered, e.g., by using inverted 
ery and cooking utensils should be thoroughly washed !f: • 
suspecl lhey have been exposed to B.W. or C.W. agents. 1..41t 

'.: Maintain personal and domestic hygiene at highest 
10 by washing it out with warm water or normal saline. .. 

d anjmals, and any rats and mice found dead. Reduce 
)f infected areas. 

nated area will be marked (see G 13 Appendix A). 

taminntion 

, but in brief the 1110st important action required is as 

should immediately be .. picked " or dabbed off wilh 
bsorbenl swab, care being taken to avoid spreading the 
ely of lhe swabs used. Quickly follow with thoroueh 
ap and water. It is obvious that the individual m;st 
losure by putting on a respirator (if this is not already 

nediately wash out thoroughly with a stream of water 
If water bottle, etc., is available, plunge the head into 
;ner (e.g. fire bucket), keeping the eyes open. 



· (e.g. in contaminated food or water) immediately try to 
109 the throat or giving an emetic such as a large amount of 

e promptly removed, and if possible the whole body washed 

only (and this is particularly imporrant should it be mustard 
ged, keeping the respirator on until this is done. and if 
body with soap and water before fresh clothing is put on. 

nd Care 

nent permits, this period may be taken in part as a practical 

es of respirator used in civil defence-the Civilian Duty 
lers who are likely to he called upon to do arduous work in 
ieneral Civilian C7 respirator for the Welfare Section and 

present this respirator is used by all Sections of the Civil 
Welfare Section. The instructor should demonstrate the 
·edure (see G 16) and the drill for putling the respirator on 

':  The respirator and the filting procedure, including the use 
,dix A) should be demonstrated to members of the Warden 
-ilian Duty respirator. This procedure should also be demon-

er use should also be explained and demonstrated (see G 16). 
and the gas chamber test is /lot required to be taught at present. 

1 the methods of detection available, and the personal and 
taken against biologic.:1.l and chemical warfare. AJthough it 
two forms of attack arc less likely against a civil population 

.pons, the possibility must be envisaged and the necessary 
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N E R A L  C I V I L I A N  R E S P I RATOR C. 7 

�s : 

'ct size of respirator for the wearer by use of the sizing cones. 
or to fit. 

e of Respirator 

ive sizes" For each size there is a corresponding clear plastic 
ked the .slze number and a blue coloured band representing the 
IT faccplcce. 

>Howing way: 

; by engaging the press studs, so that the size numbers can be 
Ie outside. 

?proximate size required. ( Sec note below,) 

t of the face with the coloured centre line over the nose. 

�e of the cone under the chin so that the coloured band is 
e chin, and lift the cone upwards on to the face. 

essing lightly at the checks. 

for the wearer if the coloured band: 

)f the forehead. 

the eyebrows at the temples. 

coloured band crosses the ends of the eyebrows or if the eye· 
crosses the Qlltcr edge of the eyesockets. 

:oloured band lies very high on the forehead. 

e equally suitable, allot the smaller size to persons over the age 
v that age allot the larger size to allow for growth of the face. 

I represent the size of respirator required. 

approximately the right size the following may be taken as a 

5 to 12 years or age 

12 to 16 years or age 

'if 

Size 2 

Size 3 

Size 3 
Size 4 

the forehead then place the selected respirator on the wearer. 

vel. Lift the respirator upwards so t.hat it makes good contact 

buckle at the back of the head. just below the crown. 

on, adjust the length of the centre strap so that it  supports tbe 



'traps SO that the rubber tabs are stretched to a point where 
while circles marked on each tab 3rc 1- inch apart. 
g this dist.1ncc is given on each Size Cone al lhe forehead.) 

e hook on Ihe buckle and atlach Ihe end ring 10 Ihe hook 00 
piece. Adjusl Ihe length of the Slrap so Ihat i t  supports the 
lee. The purpose of Ihis slrap is 10 hold the respirator in place 
l should not therefore be overtightened. 

e respirator container with a thin piece of smooth card while 
r must leak In around the face. 

ting and pUlling on have been correctly done draw a white 
slraps along lhe edge of Ihe buckle and Ihe hook 10 mark 

�fcarer. Without ahering the adjustment, secure each strap 
,d belwccn lhe buckle and Ihe hook and the faeepiece. The 
ame POSition after pinning as they were when the respirator 

has put on the respirator unaided 

ount to ulter the final adjustment of lhe rc!pirator; this must 
erson. 

�.P. 
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